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SUMMARY 
A numerical method was developed by which statics techniques could 
be used to compute the space-dependent zero-power reactor source transfer 
function in the multigroup, multidimensional, diffusion theory approxima-
tion. Considering only small periodic disturbances, the flux was resolved 
into a steady and a fluctuating component. The steady component of the 
flux satisfied the static neutron balance equations. The time-dependent 
neutron balance equations, including an external source, were satisfied 
by the fluctuating parts alone. With the assumption that the external 
source (driving function) was sinusoidal, it was represented as the product 
of a complex amplitude dependent upon position only and an exponential 
term with argument icot Since the equations were linear, the flux re-
sponse could also be represented in like manner,, With these representa-
tions for the external source and flux response, the original time-
dependent equations transformed into a set of complex equations dependent 
upon space and frequency but independent of time. Equating the real and 
imaginary parts of the equations yielded coupled, inhomogeneous, differ-
ential equations (two for each energy group). With the proper identifi-
cations, these equations were then solved by well-known statics techniques 
R T 
for the real and imaginary components, <J> and <t> , of the complex ampli-
tudes of. the fluxes. The space-dependent gain and phase angle as a func-






J [J J j 
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Since small changes in the configuration of a reactor (i.e., vary-
ing absorption) can be treated as external sources, pile oscillator ex-
periments are ideal for furnishing experimental results to be compared 
with the results of an analysis of this type. A pile oscillator experi-
ment performed on the NORA reactor, with the oscillator located on the 
core center line, provided experimental results which were compared with 
the values from one-dimensional calculations. Results of the calculations 
closely reproduced the reported experimental, results for gain and phase-
shift. 
A similar experiment was performed on the Georgia Tech Research 
Reactor. The pile oscillator was located off the core center line. A 
fission detector measured the response of the reactor at selected loca-
tions, thereby providing the experimental data showing the space-dependent 
response of the neutron flux. In order to simulate this experimental 
situation, a two-dimensional mathematical model describing the core mid-
plane was used. The results of the numerical analysis (assuming two 
energy groups) were compared with the experimental values. Qualitative 
agreement existed between the experimental values and the computed values 





As the demand for larger power reactors increases, there is also 
greater emphasis on techniques of solving problems associated with the 
stability analysis both in the design phase and in the exploratory or 
experimental operation. It is essential to be able to predict whether 
or not the various thermal, hydrodynamic, and nuclear processes will 
combine to form a stable system. In addition, subsequent to construction 
of a reactor, the instrumentation and controls should provide at all fore-
seeable operating conditions the information and interpretation that 
would permit the detection of an approach to an unstable condition prior 
to its actual occurrence. 
The summarizing remarks of a recent article on "Space-Dependent 
2 
Reactor Kinetics" by Kasten are quoted below. 
Results of recent space-time reactor kinetics calculations indi-
cate that, in general, spatial effects are significant and cannot 
be neglected in studying reactor behavior or in determining reac-
tor parameters. Under certain circumstances the space-independent 
kinetics may give useful information, but these conditions are at 
present poorly defined. It is not clear wjaat influence spatial 
effects have on the general safety and stability criteria developed 
using the space-independent model; much work still remains to be 
done in this area. 
The success to be achieved in predicting the stability properties 
2 
of a system rests in recognizing the significant mechanisms involved and 
in construction of a mathematical model which accounts for those charac-
teristics of the physical, system which are decisive in describing its 
behavior to the degree of completeness necessary for the purpose in mind,"' 
Consideration of the reactor kinetics poses considerable problems. Glassi 
cally, the zero-power "point" reactor kinetics model is used as the basis 
for many investigations. Extensions of this model have dealt with linear 
feedback effects, nonlinear feedback effects, and spatial effects. At-
tempts to describe power-reactor feedback which is inherently nonlinear 
k 
have received considerable attention in the past, At present, the devel-
opment of nonlinear methods suitable for practical use in power-reactor 
analysis has been prevented due to the mathematical difficulty of handling 
nonlinear feedback. For many applications, linearization of the feed-
6 
back equations has provided an adequate solution. Emphasis on nonlinear 
dynamics analysis is currently being replaced by a greater emphasis on 
space-time analysis, A partial explanation for this is the increased 
awareness of space-time problems present in the large, modern power re-
actors, 
5 
Kerlin's review of the status of space-time analysis includes a 
7 8 
discussion of the adiabatic method, or the instantaneous-tilt method, 
-, • ., J ; 9 ; 1 0 „ , n , . ., -, 8,11,12,13,14 the nodal analysis method, the modal analysis method, 
and the flux synthesis approach, all of which have been used to solve 
reactor kinetics problems in which space and time response of the neutron 
flux are not separable. His conclusion is that the relative merits of 
the various methods cannot be assessed at present due to insufficient ex-
perience in dealing with practical problems. This is partly because most 
3 
space-time work has considered only one space dimension and no feedback. 
17 Recently, however, Poncelet has developed a method for calculating the 
space-dependent reactor transfer function applicable to multienergy, 
multidimensional, multiregion problems which includes arbitrary feedback 
mechanismso At present his capability for solving the derived equations 
is restricted to one dimension. Thus, regardless of the approach to be 
taken, the necessary direction for further work in this field is to de-
velop models along with techniques of solution for two- and three-
dimensional cases with the inclusion of feedback terms. 
Purpose of This Research 
The purpose of the research to be described in this thesis was to 
investigate space-dependent effects present in the zero-power reactor 
source transfer function. The experimental aspect of this investigation 
entailed the design and construction of a pile oscillator using the cad-
mium. shading principle so that a known disturbance could be imposed upon 
the reactor at a given location. A fission detector was used to measure 
the response of the neutron flux within the reactor at selected locations 
to provide experimental evidence of the space effects. Analytically, the 
investigation established a numerical method by which the space-dependent 
effects in the zero-power reactor source transfer function could be pre-
dicted using either a one- or two-dimensional model. 
Application 
In 1966, large power reactors, 1100 megawatts electric, are being 
investigated. Increased awareness of their space-time problems requires 
new methods suitable for practical engineering use in the design and 
h 
analysis of such complex systems. It is hoped that the results of this 
investigation may "be used in the development of future analytical models 
which incorporate the necessary feedback terms required for realistic 
simulation of the space-time behavior of large power reactors. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
The Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
The experimental phase of the research reported here was performed 
on the Georgia Tech Research Reactor (hereafter referred to as GTRR). The 
fuel used in this heterogeneous, heavy-water moderated and cooled reactor 
consists of highly enriched (greater than 93 percent U-235) plates of an 
i ft 
aluminum-uranium alloy which are aluminum clad. Figure 1 is a cutaway 
view of a typical fuel, element. Each plate is approximately 2.8 inches 
wide and 0.06 inch thick and has an active fuel region 23,5 inches long, 
The reactor core configuration consists of fuel elements standing 
vertically in the plenum of the core tank and arranged on a six-inch 
triangular pitch. Thus, a typical ten element core (minimum loading for 
criticality) has an approximate radius of ten inches and a fully loaded 
core with 19 elements has an approximate radius of 13°5 inches, with a 
core height of 23.5 inches in each case. The fuel is centrally located 
in a six-foot diameter aluminum reactor vessel which contains the heavy 
water. This provides a radial D p0 reflector approximately two feet thick, 
A nominal water height of 7^.5 inches within the core tank provides a 
bottom D p0 reflector thickness of 2k inches and a top reflector thickness 
19 
of 29 inches. 
The interior of the actual aluminum reactor vessel prior to fuel 
element loading is shown in Figure 2. This photograph provides a view of 
,FUEL HANDLING FITTING 












Figure 1. Georgia Tech Research Reactor — Fuel Element Cutaway View CT\ 
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Figure 2. I n t e r i o r of Georgia Tech Research Reactor Vessel Before 
Fuel Element Loading 
8 
the beam-tube arrangement around the fuel element positions.. These posi-
tions are indicated by the holes located in the plenum. The four semaphore 
control blades are also visible. Figure 3; a horizontal section of the 
GTRR, illustrates the fuel element positions within the Dp0 reflector,, A 
two-foot thick graphite reflector cup surrounds the core tank- A concrete 
biological shield completely encloses the reflector system. The configu-
ration of the horizontal beam tubes, H-l through H-10, which are all 
centered on the core mid-plane, is also shown in Figure 3° Within the 
beam tubes, the placements of the pile oscillator, designated P, and of 
the detector locations for this experiment, designated 1-6, are also illus-
trated. To indicate the interrelationship of the radial beam ports, re-
flector regions, fuel elements and control blades, a cutaway perspective 
view of the reactor is provided in Figure 4, 
Pile Oscillator 
To compare the results of the theoretical calculations with experi-
mental values, it was necessary to provide for a periodically varying 
source within the reactor. Under the assumption that small changes in 
the configuration of the reactor, e., g., varying absorption, produce the 
same kinetic behavior in the reactor as a varying external source, a pile 
oscillator was selected. Initial consideration was given to placing the 
oscillator within the active core region. Due to inherent design diffi-
culties and safety problems, this approach was discarded. Final design 
specifications were based primarily upon the experimental objectives and 
also upon future use of the pile oscillator; i.e., flexibility and con-
venience to the user were paramount considerations. Flexibility of the 
mm BIO-MEDICAL FACILITY 
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KEY 
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Figure 3- Horizontal Section of GTRR at Core-Midplane. 
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Figure h. Cutaway View of Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
11 
design implied the ability to vary the size, shape, and location of the 
cadmium leaves. In addition, the design to he described permits the 
future use of a higher speed motor to increase the frequency range. 
The basic design of the pile oscillator used the cadmium shading 
principle. Cadmium sheets (leaves), which are at least 20 mils thick, 
absorb practically all thermal neutrons impinging on the sheet. Thus, 
if two cadmium sheets were juxtaposed (one shadowing the other and vice 
versa) in the reactor, the same amount of absorption would occur as if 
only one sheet had been present. In other words, the amount of absorp-
tion is proportional to the exposed surface area and not to the volume. 
Therefore, to approximate an oscillating source in the neutron popula-
tion, it is only necessary to vary the amount of surface area of cadmium 
exposed to thermal neutrons, thus varying the number of neutron absorp-
tions. To implement this technique, two rectangular leaves of 20-mil cad-
mium sheet, 10-l/2 inches long and of such width as to subtend an angle 
of 9°° around the circumference, were mounted on a hollow cylindrical 
stator (Figure 5)° Likewise, two leaves of cadmium ten inches long, each 
also subtending an angle of 90°, were mounted on a hollow cylindrical 
rotor. In the rotor position where its leaves coincide with the stator 
leaves, the "shadowed" leaves absorb almost no additional neutrons and, 
therefore, the cadmium area of the stator determines the amount of ab-
sorption; as the rotor turns and its leaves are exposed, the absorption 
increases by a differential amount determined by the area of the rotor 
leaves. The leaves on the rotor provided two source cycles for each revo-
lution of the drive shaft. This design facilitated dynamic balance of the 
rotor and provided a maximum source frequency that was twice the maximum 
STATOR 
Figure 5« Large Rotor Inside Large Stator Showing Ball Bearings 




shaft frequency. At the maximum shaft speed of 20,6 revolutions per 
second, the vibration in the assembly produced displacements of l/k inch 
at the tip of the stator. Allowance for this phenomenon was made in the 
selection of the final stator sizes (3-l/2 inch and 5-l/2 inch diameter); 
all the available beam tubes have an inside diameter of either four or 
six inches. 
The oscillator, as shown in Figure 6, was housed in a three-inch 
diameter aluminum pipe, ^7 inches long, welded to a 3/8-inch aluminum 
plate. The plate was fastened to the hollow beam-tube shield plug by four 
l/2-inch Allen head screws. For higher reactor power experiments in the 
future, the plug can be filled with a shielding material, A threaded 
jo:ut in the pipe permitted use of either of the two rotor and stator 
_;ets shown in Figure 7° For this research, it was necessary to use the 
larger stator (5-1/2 inch diameter) and its corresponding rotor so that 
a reasonable response could be obtained, on the opposite side of the core 
from the pile oscillator. This restricted the location of the oscillator 
to beam tube H-l. For future experimentation, a 3-l/2 inch diameter sta-
tor was also fabricated, allowing use of beam tubes H-2 through H-9« 
A one-inch diameter hollow aluminum shaft passes through the beam-
tube shield plug down the entire length of the aluminum pipe and is sec-
cured in a set of ball bearings mounted at the tip of the stator section 
(Figure 5), The rotor section, which is a special spool-like design se-
cured to the shaft, turns inside the stator section. The rotors are 
k-3/k inches O.D. and 2-29/32 inches 0,D., to be used with the 5-1/2 inch . 
CD, and 3-l/2 inch O.D. .stators, respectively. Additional ball bearing 
supports for the shaft are located in the small end of the beam-tube 
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR BEAM-TUBE SHIELD PLUG •THREADED JOINT 
CADMIUM STATOR" 
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Figure 6. GTRR Pile Oscillator 
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Figure 7. A l t e r n a t e Rotor and S t a t o r Sets for the P i l e O s c i l l a t o r 
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shield plug and in the 3-l/2 inch pipe before the threaded joint. 
A Graham No. N-29-M Variable Speed Motor was connected to the alu-
minum drive shaft through flexible couplings. Intermediate gear reduc-
tion boxes were used to permit a range of shaft speeds from less than 0.05 
revolution per second to 20.6 revolutions per second. The motor and gear 
reduction boxes were mounted on a l/2-inch aluminum plate which was bolted 
to the front of the beam-tube shield plug, as shown in Figure 8. The 
aluminum frames with wing screws, used to fasten the assembly to the 
plate, facilitated interchange of the gear reduction boxes*. 
A flywheel was mounted on the drive shaft to reduce speed varia-
tions and to minimize effects of the shaft imbalance caused by the cadmium 
leaves. A cam (shown in Figure 8) was mounted on the circumference of 
the flywheel. A set of automotive breaker points was separated by the 
cam once for each revolution of the drive shaft, producing a reference 
pulse to synchronize the data collection and storage circuitry with the 
rotor. 
Detection and Data Recording System 
Fission Chamber System 
The fission chamber used as the neutron flux detector, designated 
as Reactor Controls, Inc. Series RC-26-2451A-1T, and its associated elec-
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tronics, have been described in detail. by Graham. Figure 9 shows a cross 
section diagram of the fission chamber. Using the detector in a high neu-
tron flux made it necessary to shield the preamplifier as much as possible. 
Figure 10 shows the preamplifier and a 19-1/2 inch long, 3-3/̂ - inch dia-
meter aluminum shield plug through which the fission chamber extends. 
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Figure 9« Cross Section Diagram of Fission Chamber 
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Figure 10. Fission Chamber, Radiation Shield, and Preamplifier 
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With sufficient amplification, the fission chamber system may be 
made sensitive to the alpha rays which are emitted by the fissile uranium 
coating of the chamber., However., without appreciable loss of neutron sen-
sitivity, the system, is capable of discriminating against these alpha rays„ 
Figure 11, curve A, shows the response of the detector in a neutron field 
and curve B shows the response outside the neutron field, i.e.̂  to the 
built-in alpha source., From Figure 11 it may be concluded that a region 
of relatively flat neutron flux response exists below 65 db gain and that, 
in this region, no background correction for alpha-produced pulses needs 
to be applied. 
Data Recording System 
To obtain gain and phase angle information, the sorting and storage 
of fission chamber pulses were synchronized with the pile oscillator, 
A Technical. Measurement Corporation (TMC), Model kok, • lj-00-channel analy-
zer operated in its ,1multiscaler" mode provided the means for data collec-
tion 0 (Hereafter, the 400-channel analyzer will be referred to as the 
multiscalero) The procedure was to sort and store the counts from the 
fission chamber in the -̂00 time channels during one revolution of the 
drive shaft (two source cycles). Upon completion of one shaft revolution, 
the sequence was reinitiated and more counts accumulated in each channel 
to add to those already present. This technique was continued until an 
adequate number of counts per channel was obtained or until a preset time 
limit was reached. 
To collect the data in the multiscaler, it was necessary to provide 
a channel advance signal at preset time intervals which would determine 
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data collection cycle corresponded to a sweep of the 400 channels which 
corresponded to one shaft revolution of the pile oscillator (giving 200 
channels per source cycle). The required time intervals ranged from 
0.05 second to 120 microseconds per channel, corresponding to the range 
of pile oscillator shaft speeds from 0.05 revolution per second to 20.6 
revolutions per second. A free-running timing oscillator could not sa-
tisfy this requirement because of the variations in the motor speed. In 
other words, "exact" synchronization could not be accomplished between 
the pile oscillator shaft frequency and the multiscaler sweep frequency. 
Initially, a Baldwin position encoder was used to synchronize 
the proper data collection channel with the shaft position of the pile 
oscillator. The encoder employed a photoelectric cell to emit a signal 
when struck by light transmitted through a disc which had slits cut at 
equal intervals. In order to account for two source cycles per shaft 
revolution, gears in the ratio of 1:2 served to connect the Baldwin en-
coder to the shaft. In an attempt to verify the performance of the sys-
tem, a one-megacycle signal was fed into the multiscaler in place of the 
detector signal. The result should have been an equal accumulation of 
pulses in all channels within least count errors; i.e., if the speed of 
the shaft were uniform, then equal position increments would produce 
equal time increments. However, the test showed systematic variations 
of about ten percent among the 400 channels in the number of pulses 
stored. Several attempts to correct the performance resulted in little 
improvement. The primary cause of the difficulty was due to the drive 
shaft mounting and the lack of tolerances close enough to insure suffi-
ciently small shaft vibrations. Additionally, due to the inherent design 
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of the Baldwin encoder, the time of each output signal relative to the 
shaft position varied slightly depending upon the speed of rotation of 
the encoder. Since the experiment covered a wide range of frequencies, 
this feature was undesirable. 
An alternate scheme was implemented to ensure the proper data 
collection sequence, consisting of a timing (relaxation) oscillator hav-
ing the provision for a reset synchronous signal (derived from the breaker 
points on the pile oscillator). The schematic diagram of the timing os-
cillator used is included in Appendix D. The output pulse from this os-
cillator was passed through a pulse shaping network (schematic diagram 
in Appendix D) and connected directly to the "dwell advance" jack, J-105, 
of the multiscaler to sequence the ^00 channels successively. Hence, 
once a data collection cycle was initiated, the output from the timing 
oscillator provided the channel advance commands necessary to complete 
a sweep of all +̂00 channels. However, this process did not repeat until 
a new data collection cycle was initiated. The advance command signal 
received from the timing oscillator marking the end of channel 399 
(channel zero was the first channel) caused the multiscaler to advance 
to the "stop" mode. Then, a special "ready accumulate" command derived 
from the breaker points was required on the jack, J-lll, to initiate 
another data collection cycle. This same command pulse simultaneously 
reset the timing oscillator, 
An approximation of the time per channel required was obtained by 
dividing the time per shaft revolution by 400, Variable resistors and 
capacitors in the timing oscillator circuit were set to provide the time 
per channel. Due to the design characteristics of the multiscaler, a 
2k 
"ready accumulate" command on J-lll can only be processed if the multi-
sealer is in the "stop" mode prior to the commando With the aid of an 
oscilloscope, a fine adjustment of the time per channel was made so that 
just prior to the next breaker point impulse, the multiscaler was in the 
"stop" mode. Slight variations in motor speed resulted in a variable 
stop time. At all frequencies used^the total variation in stop time was 
less than half a channel width. Upon completion of one shaft revolution, 
the entire sequence was repeated with the counts from successive sweeps 
accumulated in each channel. An "on-off" switch permitted the "ready 
accumulate" command to energize the multiscaler. A consequence of this 
technique was that no partial cycle of data could be collected. Once a 
"ready accumulate" command had been accepted, a complete data collection 
cycle was processed. The next cycle was initiated or not, depending upon 
the position of the switch. 
The signal derived from the breaker points was also directed via 
the switch to a Tracer Matic Utility Scaler Model Sc-90, which counted 
the total number of drive shaft revolutions. To measure the total time 
of data collection, a Preset Universal EPUT and Timer, Beckman Model 73^1, 
was used. The time interval measured was between the first reference 
pulse signal received after the switch was thrown "on" and the first ref-
erence pulse signal received after the switch was thrown "off." In this 
manner, the terminating reference pulse was used to indicate the end of 
the last data collection cycle rather than the beginning of the next col-
lection cycle. 
The data collected at a given pile oscillator frequency were stored 
on punched paper tape. With a TMC Model 5'20 Punch Control unit with a 
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Tally Model -̂20 Tape Perforator, the contents of the multiscaler memory 
were transferred to paper tape. Prior to readout,, the punch control unit 
was used to manually punch coded information on the paper tape to identify 
the particular run which had been completed, A TMC Printer, Model No. 
500 V, was also available to obtain the output from the multiscaler me-
mory in a readable form, if necessary. The detection and data recording 
equipment as used in the experiment are shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Detection and Data Recording Equipment for GTRR 
Pile Oscillator Experiment 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AM) RESULTS 
Core Configuration 
The experimental results of this research were compared with similar 
quantities computed from a mathematical Idealization which attempted to 
describe the experiment performed,, The mathematical assumptions to be dis-
cussed in Chapter IV, Theory, made no allowance for local flux perturba-
tions which were produced in the real reactor by the control blades. The 
semaphore type of control blade,, as used In the GTRR, is particularly 
difficult to describe mathematically. Therefore., to diminish the effect 
of the blades,, a minimum critical core loading was utilized so that the 
control blades were withdrawn a maximum amount from the core, reducing 
their effect on the flux profile at the core mid-plane. Originally, the 
reactor was critical with ten fuel elements., However, with the additional 
negative reactivity introduced by the pile oscillator, it was necessary to 
use a core loading of 10-l/2 elements• Complete elements occupied posi-
tions V 2, k-J, 9-11;, 1^, and 15. The partial fuel element was located 
in V 18, and dummy elements filled the remaining positions, as shown in 
Figure 13. The partial fuel element, in this case, had five active fuel 
plates, whereas normally there are ten» This loading resulted in a banked-
critical control blade configuration of 3^ degrees. The relationship of 
the control blades in this position to "the fuel region of the core is 
shown in Figure ik* The integral worth curve for a typical control blade 
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Figure 13. Actual Fuel Loading Configuration in GTRR for P i l e 
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is shown in Figure 15. The curve shows that at 3^ degrees a control blade 
is, relatively "worthless" and thus produces a negligible perturbation on 
the flux distribution at the mid-plane of the core. In fact, from Figure 
15^ the differential worth of the control blade at 3̂+ degrees is approxi-
mately 0.01 percent Ak/k per degree. 
With the reactor in the condition described above, the pile gscil-
lator was situated on the core mid-plane. A fission detector was used to 
measure the response of the neutron flux at various locations on the core 
mid-plane. This experimental arrangement provided a configuration amenable 
to a two-dimensional mathematical description. 
Pile Oscillator and Detector Positioning 
The pile oscillator described in the previous chapter was initially 
located in beam-tube H-8 (Figure 3)« This beam port has a nominal four-
inch inside diameter and thus required use of the 3-l/2 inch diameter sta-
tor. With the detector in H-9 located within the graphite reflector re-
gion, the preliminary data collected were satisfactory. However, the 
response of the detector to the oscillations was negligible when located 
in K-k, opposite H-8. Using cadmium leaves as long as l6 inches produced 
relatively poor results. Additional cadmium length beyond the original 
ten inches had no significant effect on the response. This is the conse-
quence of two conditions. The flux depression produced by the initial 
length of the cadmium reduced the flux seen by the added length. Also, 
because the additional length was further from the maximum thermal flux, 
its reactivity worth was reduced considerably. 
The optimum beam-tube location for the pile oscillator was H-l 
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Figure 15. Integral Worth Curve for a Typical Control Blade 
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because this tube penetrates the heavy-water reflector as deeply as any 
of the other beam tubes and, in addition, it is the only one with a six-
inch inside diameter. The large stator, 5-1/2 inches in diameter^ was 
employed and the cadmium leaves were placed as close to the end of the 
oscillator assembly as possible (Chapter II, Figure 5)° Preliminary data 
collection, with the detector located in position 6 (Chapter II, Figure 3)> 
showed a reasonable response for this configuration,, Thus, H-l was used 
for the pile oscillator location for all the experimental results to be 
reported. The center of the cadmium region was 21 inches from the center 
of the core. The reactivity worth of the pile oscillator (maximum cadmium 
exposed) experiment was 0.00^26 Ak/k as determined by the regulating rod. 
Authorization was received from the Atomic Energy Commission to operate 
the pile oscillator without any limitation on frequency. The Commission 
stipulated that the maximum reactivity worth for any experiment which was 
to be introduced or withdrawn while the control blades were not fully in-
serted should be limited to 0.001 Ak/k. The maximum differential reac-
tivity worth of the rotating cadmium leaves of the pile oscillator was 
0.00082 Ak/k as determined by the regulating rod. 
Selection of the detector locations was based upon the desire to 
observe the largest space effects possible. Two locations, H-7 and H-3̂  
were not available at the time of this research because of their involve-
ment in neutron diffraction experiments. Use of the rectangular beam-tube 
H-10 was permissible, but its use would have required special modifica-
tion of the detector. Selection of the six detector positions,, as shown 
in Figure 3, was determined primarily by the experimental objectives \% 
3̂ 
but was also influenced by the available reactor time. For positions L, 
3, and hj the detector was 2.^0h inches from the center of the core and 
for positions 2, 5.? and 6, it was 66.0 inches from the center of the core. 
Since all data were collected with the pile oscillator in H-l and the 
cadmium configuration fixed., the two variables which distinguished each 
run were the rotation speed, of the pile oscillator and the location of 
the detector. The experimental results from these locations provided 
sufficient evidence of the phenomena being investigated. 
Data Collection 
The equipment used for data collection and storage has been described 
in Chapter II, Instrumentation and Equipment. Figure l6, a schematic dia-
gram of the experimental equipment arrangement,, shows the relationship be-
tween the various components. The techniques applied and the procedures 
followed for data acquisition will now be detailed. 
Although the design thermal power of the GTRR is one megawatt, low-
power tests were in progress at the time of this research and the power 
level of the reactor was maintained below 200 watts. The majority of the 
experimental runs was made with the reactor power level between one and 
six watts. With the circulating pumps running, no detectable temperature 
drop existed across the core and the core temperature was typically rJ2°Fo 
Under these conditions, the approximation to a zero-power reactor wa,s goodo 
The speed of the pile oscillator was set by routing the reference 
pulse to the interval timing meter and the scaler by the "on-off" switch 
in the "on" position (Figure 1,6). After a brief interval of time, the 
switch was turned off, stopping the interval timing meter and preventing 
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Figure l6. Schematic Diagram of Data Acquisition and Processing 
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any further reference pulses from being counted by the scaler. The fre-
quency of the pile oscillator was calculated by dividing the counts re-
corded in the scaler by the time read on the interval timing meter. 
Adjustment of the hand crank on the variable speed transmission provided 
the means for minor speed corrections. The entire procedure was repeated 
until a satisfactory frequency was obtained. This is a trial and error 
technique, but it must be realized that there is no requirement for the 
attainment of a specific prearranged frequency. The objective is to col-
lect data for speeds spaced throughout several decades of frequencies„ 
Therefore, in adjusting the speed of the oscillator, the experimenter was 
attempting to arrive at a value within a range about some desired fre-
quency. 
During the initial adjustments prior to actual data collection, 
the pulse from the breaker points (which synchronized the electronics with 
the rotor, as described in Chapter II) was monitored on an oscilloscope. 
Observation of this pulse indicated if the breaker points were switching 
properly and also provided another estimate of the frequency. A pulse 
was initiated when the points were opened. Therefore, it was possible to 
obtain spurious pulses if "bouncing" of the points occurred. (Figure 59 
in Appendix D shows the schematic diagram of the pulse-forming circuit.) 
Adjustments could be made to vary the spring pressure on the points to 
eliminate bouncing. The adjustment was found to be very critical and to 
be dependent on the frequency of the rotor. Apparently a slight looseness 
in the bearing nearest the flywheel permitted the cam rotation path to 
change with a change in frequency. Further use of this equipment would 
justify a significant effort to improve the reference pulse generation 
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procedure. Improvements were unnecessary for this research since the in-
duction motor speed variations had a more significant effect than those 
attributable to breaker point settings. An improvement of the overall 
system might be accomplished by using a synchronous motor driven from a 
variable frequency source which in -uurn is synchronized with the dwell 
advance pulses, 
Once a particular frequency had been selected; the timing oscilla-
tor was adjusted to provide the proper time per channel., It was necessary 
to monitor the output of the timing oscillator continuously because of 
drift during long data collection runs. The instabilities were primarily 
caused by thermal problems; although these were reduced to a minimum by 
insulation. Further details regarding this operation are contained in 
Appendix C. 
Actual data collection was initiated by the switch previously de-
scribed in Chapter II. With the switch off; the timing oscillator pro-
perly tuned; and the pile oscillator operating; the ^00-channel memory 
of the multiscaler was cleared and the interval timer and the scaler were 
reseto Turning the switch on directed the next reference pulse to the 
scaler. This same reference pulse started the interval timer and put the 
TMC 400-channel multiscaler in the "ready accumulate" mode. At the same 
time, it reset the timing oscillator. Pulses from the fission chamber 
occurring during the time of one revolution of the pile oscillator shaft 
were then sorted and stored in the appropriate one of the -̂00 time channels. 
The entire process was repeated cyclically until terminated by the switch, 
Using the TMC Model $20 Punch Control Unit; coded information; 
which contained the detector location and the frequency of the pile oscil-
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lator, was manually punched into the leader of the paper tape., Upon 
command, the contents of the multiscaler memory were punched sequentially 
into the tape. 
Data Reduction and Analysis 
The information stored on the punched tape was converted to punched 
cards via an IBM Tape-to-Card Printing Punch. These cards contained the 
experimental values used "by the B-5500 computer as input for the computer 
program DRAHA, which is reproduced and discussed in Appendix Co 
The purpose of DRAHA was to correct the data for detector dead time 
and to adjust the results of the first datum point to account for the dif-
ferent collection time. In addition, it generated the necessary end points 
to provide data corresponding to two complete perturbation cycles. De-
tails of these calculations are given in Appendix C. Following these ad-
justments, a harmonic analysis was performed on the corrected data, yield-
ing gain and phase shift information for the particular frequency under 
consideration. 
Experimental Results 
As mentioned previously, the primary purpose of the experiment was 
to obtain evidence to show that the response of the neutron flux, when 
the reactor was subjected to a local periodic variation in the neutron 
absorption rate, did indeed depend upon the location of the monitoring 
device (detector). In other words, the experiment was performed to in-
dicate the space-dependent response of the GTRR when subjected to a local 
disturbance. Tables 1 through 6 contain a summary of the experimental 
results and the results of the data reduction and analysis routine de-
scribed in Appendix C. In the tables, the quantity AQ represents the 
DC component of the response. It is the average of the corrected, counts 
for all 400 channelso The magnitude of AQ is a function of the counting 
rate and the length of time during which data were collected. SUMTEST 
is computed as described in Appendix C in order to obtain a measure of 
the "goodness" of fit of the experimental values to the results of the 
harmonic analysis. It was considered a "good" fit if SUMTEST was of the 
order of 4-00, which would indicate that deviation from the fit was pri-
marily due to the random error of the points., The number in parentheses 
beside the value in the column below SUMTEST indicates the number of 
harmonics used for the calculation. This number is equal to eight, if 
not shown. 
Figures 17 and 18 show the space-dependence of the amplitude and 
phase shift as a function of frequency. The curves are visual fits to 
the data points. Chapter II, Figure 3 illustrates the relationship be-
tween the various detector positions and the pile oscillator. 
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0.106 -19.87 1.001 352, 348 493 
0.156 -20.34 0.948 355, 469 5l6 
0.3^1 -22.80 O.858 482,386 539 
0.705 -32.36 O.761 603, 444 536 
1.66 -54.09 0.548 555, 788 4i8 
3o6o -75-21 0.313 479, 265 397 
7.91 -93.06 O.150 570, 302 444 
12.3 -105.86 0.0957 599, 356 472 
19.3 -120.05 O.O566 424, 871 4oo (4) 
28.8 -132.71 O.0387 619,172 437 
4l.3 -153.^9 0.0239 820, 250 536 
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O.O96 -23.65 0.928 106, 415 479 
0.253 -22.74 0.808 102, 286 425 
0.4l4 -26.63 O.760 121, 596 443 
0.647 -31.66 0.712 276, 494 44o 
O.998 -40.82 0.641 290, 802 427 
1.66 -54.97 0.521 316,171 4o6 
2.37 -65.77 0.424 362, 531 480 
2.40 -66.99 0.413 551, 003 455 
3.41 -75.85 0.317 364, 281 408 
3.55 -78.5^ O.307 710,133 446 
5.42 -88.16 0.2C8 402, oil 378 (2) 
18.6 -130.58 O.0588 1, 016, l4o 556 
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In general, a space-time analysis of a given system would attempt 
to predict, at any point in the system, the response to an arbitrary dis-
turbance occurring anywhere within the system. As an example, consider a 
system to be defined as a reactor with its associated hardware (pumps, 
heat exchangers, etc.). A particular space-time analysis of this system 
could attempt to predict, at any point within the reactor, the response 
of the neutron flux to an arbitrary disturbance occurring anywhere within 
the system. The complexity of this problem is immediately evident upon 
realizing that an arbitrary disturbance includes large effects which would 
make the analysis highly nonlinear. Even with the aid of high speed digi-
tal computers, the "ideal" solution for a space-time analysis of a moder-
ately complex system will be extremely elusive, if possible at all. 
If any degree of success is to be achieved in conducting a reactor 
system space-time analysis, it appears necessary to define a simple system 
and also to place restrictions on the type of disturbance to be permitted. 
Although there is considerable literature on this subject involving vari-
ous restrictions and assumptions on the reactor system, there is a dis-
tinct void on practical methods of formulation and solution for realistic 
situations. In an attempt to partially fill this void, equations will be 
derived in a general form to predict at any point within a stationary 
fueled reactor the amplitude and phase of the response in the neutron flux 
8̂ 
when the reactor is subjected to a small, periodic disturbance. The sub-
sequent chapter, in applying these results, will show how existing nuclear 
codes can be used to obtain the desired information. Therefore, this 
21 22 
technique } ~ provides a practical method of formulation and solution for 
a class of reactor space-time analysis problems subject to the stipula-
tions to be enumerated. 
The multigroup, multiregion representation of the telegrapher's 
23 2k 
equation, ; including the effects of delayed neutrons, was used as the 
basis for the derivation. 
D (x)V2 <Mx,t) - Z*(x) 0 (x,t) + i [S*(x,t) + S*(x,t)] 4- s"(x,t) (1) 
J J J J -KJ J J 
1 + 3 Z*(x)D (x)\ d*.(x,t) 3 D (x) d2$(x,t) 
+ S.(x,t)=
 J—^ - J + 3- — 
v.(x) I dt v.(x)2 St2 
j ' J 
where 
D.(x) = the space-dependent diffusion coefficient for neutrons 
in energy group (interval) j 
v.(x) = the average velocity for neutrons in energy group j 
J 
at point x 
$.(x, t) = the neutron flux in energy group j at point x and 
j 
time t 
E.(x) = the space-dependent total macroscopic removal cross 
J 
section for neutrons in energy group j 
n 





Z.(x) = the space-dependent macroscopic absorption 
J 
cross section for neutrons in energy group j 
n 
) 2. (x) = the summation over all energy groups (g = 1 to n) 
of the space-dependent macroscopic cross section 
th 
for scattering of a j group neutron to group g, 
£S (x)) 
J->g 
S . (x,t) = the fission source term for prompt neutrons produced 
J 
in energy group j at point x and time t 
n 
= X 00(1 - p(X)) J ] vff(x) E*(5E) * (x,t) (2) 
J g=l & & & 
(where 
v (x) = the average number of neutrons emitted at point x per 
o 
fission by a neutron within energy group g 
-p _ 
L (x) = the space-dependent macroscopic fission cross section 
o 
for neutrons in energy group g 
p(x) = the fraction of neutrons from fission which is delayed 
at point x 
X.(x) = the fraction of the prompt neutrons from fission produced 
J 
/ n 
in energy group j Z x (5) = i at point x) 
S.(x, t) = the source term for delayed neutrons produced in 
J 
energy interval j at point x and time t 
50 
m 
= a (x) J_a V^ftt) (3) 
1=1 
(where 
a.(x) = the fraction of delayed neutrons produced in energy 
J 
LI 
L ai^) = 1 at point x 
j=x y • 
C. (x,t) = the space- and time-dependent concentration of the i 
delayed neutron precursor 
th 
A,. = the decay constant of the i delayed neutron precursor 
m = the total number of delayed neutron precursors) 
S / ^ 
S.(x, tj = the source term for neutrons scattered into energy 
J 
group j at point x and time t 
n 
= y zs .(x) $ (x,t) w 
e> l 
S.(x, t) = the external source term (independent of the neutron 
J 
flux) 
The factor l/k in equation 1 was introduced for mathematical con-
25 
venience. By adjusting k, the eigenvalue, the time behavior predicted 
from equation 1 will not be merely the result of incorrect values for 
any of the cross sections or of a gross assumption. That is, if a re-
actor known to be critical is described mathematically with k = 1 and 
equation 1 does not predict a stationary state in the absence of the ex-
ternal source term, then k can be adjusted until the desired stationary 
state is obtained. Interpretation of the reactor's time behavior pre-
dicted from equation 1 is then based upon perturbations of this "forced" 
stationary state. 
51 
The equation governing the precursor concentration, C.(x, t) is 
SC (x,t) i 
— = P.(x) > v (x) Z*(x) <S>(x,t) - \. C.(x,t) (5) 
^ t i ^ g g^ g i i
v ' ' x ' 
where 
p.(x) = the fraction of neutrons from a fission at point x" which 
is attributable to the i delayed neutron precursor 
m 
^ p (x) = p(X) 
i=i 
26 
Cohn has pointed out that small changes in the configuration of 
the reactor, i.e., reactivity changes, may be treated as external sources 
wherever the assumption of linearity is valid. Thus, under the restric-
tion that only small disturbances are to be considered (i.e., the small-
27 
signal approximation ) , the time-dependent quantities in equations 1 
and 5 are represented as follows: 
> (x,t) = * (x) + 5$ (x,t) (6) 
J J J 
S*(X,t) = S»(S) + 6f£(X,t) (7) 
J J J 
Sd(x;t) = S
d(x) + 6Sd(x,t) (8) 
J J J 
S°(x,t) = SS.(x) + 6S*(x,t) (9) 
J J <J 
S (x,t) = S (x) + 6S (x,t) (10; 
J J J 
C (x,t) = Ci(x) + 6Ci(x,t) (11) 
52 
This description of the various quantities provides a separate 
representation of the response of the reactor to the fluctuating component 
of the external disturbance, 5<S.(x, t). In other "words, we are assuming 
J 
that the time-dependent variations of the individual quantities can be 
represented by a small fluctuating component superimposed upon their re-
spective steady-state values, which are functions of the space variables 
only. 
Substituting equations 6 through 11 into equations 1 and 5 results 
in two sets of equations. The first set represents the static or steady-
state description of the reactor. 
D (x )v 2 * (x) - Z*(x) * (x) + i [ S ^ x ) + S*(x)l, + s"(x)- + S . (x) (12) 
/ l + 3 ^ ( x ) D ( x ) \ ^ . (x) 3 D (x) S 2 M x ) 
_ _ J J J i J j j _ Q 
i v . ( x ) / dt v . ( x ) 2 S t 2 
1 y / J 
SC.(x) 
0 = p . (x ) ) v (x) E f (x) 0 (x) - X. C.(x) (1.3) 
St g=l 
The solution to this set of equations which satisfies the appropriate 
boundary conditions represents the static flux shape. The difference 
between the required value of k and unity, for a critical configuration, 
is an indication of how good the set of constants and prior assumptions 
are 
The second set of equations represents the fluctuating component 
53 
of the neutron flux, which is superimposed upon the static flux distri-
bution, 
D (x)v2 6* (x,t) - Z*(x) o<Mx,t) + i .[6S*(x,t) + 6S*(x,t)] (lA) 
J J J J •"• J J 
+ &S^(x,t) + 5S (x,t) 
1 + 3 z*(s) D . (X) \ ae*.(x,t) 3 D.(X) b2m.(x,t) 
J J J J (J J 
v.(x) I at v.(x)2 St2 
J d 
d6C (x, t) n 
P i ^ S vg(*} Zg(S) 6* (x,t) - Xi &C.(x,t) (15) 
St M g=i 
A solution of this set of equations with the proper spatial, bound-
ary conditions would yield the space- and time-dependent response of the 
neutron flux, 5$ . (x, t), to the input disturbance &S.(l£, t). In equation 
J J 
14 the value of k is an input constant. If the value of k found in the 
solution to equations 12 and 13 is used, then the solution of equations 
14 and 15 represents the response of a critical reactor. In order to 
study the effect of a small change in reactivity, an input value of k 
slightly different from that found for the static solution problem can 
be used (not necessarily slightly different from l). 
It will suffice to consider the case of a sinusoidal disturbance, 
since any reasonable periodic disturbance could be Fourier analyzed and 
each frequency component could be considered individually. Then, since 
the equations are linear, the principle of superposition can be applied 
5* 
to find the response to the original disturbance. To expedite the solu-
ipQ 
tion, the input disturbance (external source) is written as 
5S (x,t) = S (x) eiajt (16) 
j J 
where S.(x) is a complex amplitude dependent upon position only, 
j 
It is understood^ as is customary, that only the real part of 5S.(x,t) is 
j 
29 /-\ 
interpreted to have physical significance. Since S.(x) represents the 
J 
input to the system, its phase is arbitrary so that it can be assumed to 
be real. However, an imaginary component is allowed for here in order to 
maintain the generality of the formulation to include the possibility of 
an input source whose phase is nonuniform over its extent. Because the 
system of equations being considered is linear, the steady-state output 
due to a sinusoidal input is sinusoidal and has the same frequency as the 
30 
input. Therefore, the neutron flux response is written as 
50.(x,t) = * (x,u) eiu)t (17) 
j J 
As a result of this approach, each of the other time-dependent quantities, 
5S^(x, t), 5S.(x, t), 5S.(x, t), and 5C.(x, t), in equations I*!- and 15 can also 
J J J •*-
be represented in a like manner, as will be shown. Application of equa-
tion 2 to the fluctuating component gives 
n 
BS^(x,t) = X (x)[l - p(x)] Y, VJ*] Ll{*] ***&> ^ <18) 
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Substituting for 6$ (x, t) using equation 17 reduces equation 18 to the 
D 
following 
£(X,t) = X (x)[l - P(x)] £, v_(S) ̂ (x) « (x,u) e
1 5S , 








S^x.u)) = X.(x)[l - p(x)] V v (x) Z*(x) * (x,u>) (20] 
-J J |^J1 g g ~g 
Assuming a particular solution of the form 
BC±(x,t) = C^u,) e
i w t (2i; 
for equa t ion 15 and us ing equat ion 17 to s u b s t i t u t e for &$ (x, t ) , equa t ion 
15 becomes 
n 
C . ( x » e l a ) t lo,= B.(x) V v (x) Z*(x) * (x, u>) e i w t 
- 1 1 £^_ g g g 
, _ / ^ \ lCOt 
- \ . C . ( x . 00) e 
1 - 1 v ' ' 
o r 
1 1 
P, (x) 7 " v (x) Z*(x) * ( x » 
-L 4T ' & & & 
C . ( x » = S£i (22) 
—1 \ . (x) + icu 
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SS J(x,t) = a,(x) ) , \.(x) 8C.(x,t) (23) 
J J J- i 




x ^ P i W V f i 
6SQ(x,t) = a.(x) / -i i X ) v (x) Z^x) * (3c, a,) e1 i=i X. (x) + iui g=i 
Thus 




KM P,(x") r-> A ^x; pa ; -̂. 
Sd(x;u)) = a (x) 2_, _ x 2_ v (x) E*(x) £ (x,a>) (25) J i=i \ . M + iw S^1 
From equation 4 
n 
(x,t) = Y 2 S .(x) 60 (x,t) 
s 
5S.X 
S u b s t i t u t i n g as before for 6$ (x, t ) 
n 
5S* (x , t ) = Y Z3 (x) £ ( x » e : 




5SS(x,t) = SS(x;W) e
i w t (26) 
J J 
J. J. 
Sj(x,w) = 2] Zg->j^ i g(^
w) (27) 
Now substituting the expressions involving the complex amplitude 
times exp(icot) for 6$.(x, t), 5S-?(x, t), 6S.(x, t), &S.(x,t), and 6S.(x,t) 
J J J J J 
(equations 17, 19, 24, 26, and l6, respectively) into equation ik pro-
duces the following result 
D (x)V2 0 (x,co) - Z*(x) * (x,w) + £ [S*(x,co) + S*(x, o>)] + S*(x,w) (28) 
ll + 3 ̂ (x) D (x)\ 3 D (x) 
+ S.(x) = ^ 1! 0.(x, 00) ico y <D.(x, w) w2 
^ v.(x) / ~J v.(x)2 "J -J 
J 
where the common factor exp(ioot) has "been cancelled. 
To summarize, the use of equation 16 to represent the external 
source or driving function and the application of some well-known results 
of linear equations reduced equation l4, which was a function of space and 
time, into equation 28 which is a function of space and frequency, but 
independent of time. 
Using equations 20, 25, and 27, we rewrite equation 28 in terms of 
the response $.(x,oo) due to the disturbance £>.(x). 
J J 
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D (x)v2 0 ( x » - Z*(x,w) 0 ( x » + i [(1 - p(x)) X.(x) (29) 
J J J J -̂  J 
n m , _ v . ,_* 
V f V" M x ) \ - W 
X ) v (x) 5T(x) 0 (x,w) + a . ( x ) / — i — 
g^i g g " g J fci \ . (x) + ico 
n n 
X ) v ( x ) Z f ( x ) $ (x ,oo) j + ) ZS . ( x ) 0 ( x , w ) + S . ( x ) ^_: g ^ ' g v _ g v £_, g _ ^ _ g ^ > _ j ^ / 
1 + 3 2 (x) D.(x>\ 3 D.(x) 
J J 
V 
. ( x , CJ) ico - — to2 0 . ( x , w) 
( x ) / - J v ( x ) 2 - J 
Using the theory of complex linear equations, we define 
* (x,u>) = A x » + i «D̂ (x,w) (30) 
J J J 
R T 
where 4>.(3c, 00) and $ . (x., 10) represent the real and imaginary components of 
J J 
the complex quantity <B.(X,UJ). 'Likewise, we define £>..(x) in a similar 
J J 
manner. 
S (x) = S*(5c) + i S*(x) (31) 
J J J 
With the above two equations, substitution into equation 29 gives 
D.(x")V2 4>R(x» + i D.(x)V2 **(x,u>) - Z*(x) * R ( x » (32) 
J J J J J J 
59 
n 
- i Z*(x) A x , u ) ) + i [ ( 1 - p (x ) ) X.(x) y v (x) 2
f ( x ) <DR(x,w) 
tJ rJ • " • * *• fc^x ei fci 
5=1 
n m 
i (1 - p (x ) ) X (x) ^ v (x) Z*(x) **(x,io) + a (x) ] T 
P±(x) Xjx) 
: = i i= i \ . ( x ) + iw 
m 
X ) v (x) Zf(x) A x , u ) + i a (x) )_^ 
K = I 6 fe fe J i=i 
P ± (x ) X i ( x ) 
1=1 \ . ( x ) + iw 
n 
x V v (x) Z
f (x ) * I ( x , u ) ] + y ZS .(x) 4)R(x,oo) + i y ZS .(x) «DI(x,u) 
£ - g g g ^ g->J g ^ g^a g 
+ SR(x) + i S*(x) 
J J 
= IW 
1 + 3 ^ ( x ) D.(x) r ' y 'K(x ,a>) - CO 
/ 1 + 3 £ * ( 5 ) D (x)^ 
J J 
v j ( x ) , 
'^\ , , 2 3 D (x) w2 i 3 D (x) ur 
X * . ( x , w ) ^ 4> (x ;co) - A 4> . (x ,u ) 
J ' v . ( x ) 2 J v . ( x ) 2 J 
where j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Equating the real and imaginary parts produces 
2 n real equations. 
D.(x)V2 *R(x,w) - Z*(x) A x , w) + ± [ (l - p(x)) X.(x) 
J J J J K J 
(33) 
x 
n m /_\ 
y v (x) 2f(x) *R(x,w) + a.(x) Y -i i 
^ 2 




£ v (x) Zf(x) Ax,u) +a.(x) ^ 
p. (x ) X . ( x ) co 
1 l x ' 
1=1 i = i X . ( x ) 2 + c 
n 
x Y v (x ) Z
f ( x ) ^ ( x j u ) ] + ^ ZS . (x ) 4>R(x,co) + S R (x ) 
| r i g g g ^ g-̂ J g J 
- CO 
1 + 3 2 * (x ) D . ( x ) \ 
J J 
v ( x ) j 
3 D , ( x ) ^ co2 
' ! ( x » ^ 
3 v . ( x ) 2 J 
4> (x ,u) 
D . ( x ) V 2 4>*(x,U) - Z*(x) **(x,co) + i [ ( 1 - P ( x ) ) X . ( x ; 
J J J J K J 
3*0 
m 
x I v (x) i?m ^(x,M) - a (I) £ 
P.(x) X . ( x ) co 
1 1 
i = i \ . ( x ) 2 + c 
1 
n m 
x y v (x) L
f(x) « R ( x » + a (x) ]T 
P ± (x ) V ( x ) ' 
S=l i = i X . ( x )
2 + G 
1^ 
X 
i l 1J. 
V v (x ) Z f ( x ) <D I(x,w)] + y Z
S . (x) ^ ( x , c o ) + S I ( x ) 
^ gv ' gv ; g w ^ g->J g J 
= CO 
1 + 3 2 * ( x ) D ( x ) \ 
J J 
(x ) / 
R 3 D , ( x ) a)
2 <t^(x) 
3 v . ( x ) 2 
These are the equations to be solved, but their present form re-
mains unwieldy for practical computationo Further simplification, without 
any additional loss of generality, can be realized if artificial defini-
tions are introduced for combinations of terms as follows 
61 
,t,_ t,_, 
3 D (x) t 
Z (x,U) SZ^(x) J 
J J v.(x)2 
(35) 
;(R)->J(R)(x'u) s Z g ( D - * J ( l ) ( ^ u ) " i X i ( x ) ( l " P(X)) + ^ ( X ) (36) 
x 
p±(x) \±(x) 
^ 2 \ m 
i=i X.(x)2 + co2 / 
v (x) Zf(x) + ZS .(x) 
g g g-̂ T ' 
m 
s s _ 1 _ \ 
Z , x ./nv(x;(i)) E= - Z . , ., >,(x,u>) = — a.(x) / 
g(IHj(R) g(R)->j(I)v k J f̂ i 
3i(x) \i(x) GO 




_ f _ 
X v (x) Z (x) + OJ 






5 . = 0 if 
gJ 
= 1 if 
The term "kinetic" cross section will, be used to apply to the 
cross sections defined by equations 35 through 37 because of their de-
pendence upon frequency. Since the 4>' s have two identifiers, g or j and 
R or 1, it is convenient to identify the fictitious scattering cross sec-
s /— \ tion as, for example, Z , -. ./ N(X, ojj, meaning the scattering cross section 
62 
that transfers from group g, real component to group j, real component, 
etc, 
With the above definitions, equations 33 and 3̂- become 
n 
D.(x)V2 **(x» - £*(x,U) 4>*(x,w) + £ 2* ( R )_^ . ( R ) ( X » **(X,CO) (38) 
n 
+ ) zS/-^ • f^fou) * (^w) + S.(x) = 0 
^ g(l)-*J (R) g J 
and 
n 
DjCxJV2 <J>J(x,co) - ̂ (x,co) ^ ( X , W ) + ^ r;(l)_^(l)(x,co) 4>*(x,w) (39) 
PS J-
n 
Z Z S, v ./_N(X ;W) 0 (X,GJ) + S.(x) = 0 _n g(R)->j(I) g J +- ;=i 
With this notation, equations 38 and 39 appear to describe the si-
tuation of an external source in a nonmultiplying medium. The apparent 
nonmultiplying character results from the way terms were collected and the J 
manner in which the fictitious, scattering cross sections was defined. 
These equations provide for the possibility of coupling between any group 
(real or imaginary) and any other group (real or imaginary). This type 
of problem is readily solvable by existing statics techniques. Although 
the format of the problem is now similar to conventional statics problems, 
it should be emphasized at this point that equation 37 can generate a 
negative "cross section." Also, it is important to note that the solution 
63 
to equations 38 and 39 represents the real and quadrature components of 
the response of the fluctuating component of the neutron flux when the 
reactor is subjected to a sinusoidally varying external source. Either 
or both of the components can be negative. 
Since part of the virtue in this formulation of the problem is 
to take advantage of existing statics codes as a method of solution, it 
is necessary to establish that the real and quadrature components of 
the amplitude of the fluctuating response satisfy the same boundary con-
ditions as the true flux. 
The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the flux, 0.(x, t), are 
J 
<D.(x , t) = 0 for t ̂  0 (ko) 
J s 
where x denotes the (extrapolated) surface of the reactor 
lim [*,0l c,t) = * (Z ,t)] for t ̂  0 (kl) 
i.e., the flux is continuous across a boundary, b 
£?o [ VW V Vv £ '
t ] = V W V V w t ) ] f o r u o (42) 
i.e., the current is continuous across a boundary. 
Substitution of equation 6 into kO through k2 (in view of the fact 
that the static component of the flux, by definition, must satisfy the 
above boundary conditions) gives 
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5$(x , t ) = 0 for t ^ 0 (43) 
lim [6* . (* e,t) = 50.(x, . , t ) ] for t * 0 (44) 
G->0 J u _ € J u + € 
£ 5 [ D jK- £ )
V WjlVe '* ' = V " V " W j l W * 1 1 f o r * B °^5) 
Use equation 17 to subst i tu te for 5$.(x, t ) , in equations 43 through 45 
J 
The resu l t is 
$ .(x ,w) = 0 for t § 0 (46) 
—J s 
l i m [ * . ( x . , u ) = ^ . ( ^ . ^ w ) ] f o r t * 0 (47) 
e—>o J u - e J Ui~e 
^ [ V*b- €
) V * J ( 3 W u ) = V W V i j ( W u ) ] for t s 0 (48) 
where e has been cancelled in equations 47 and 48. 
>R(x ,w) = 0 for t ̂  0 (49) 
J s 
Use of equation 30 to substitute for £.(x,co) in equations 46 through 
48 as well as the following two theorems: 
(i) if a complex number is zero, both the real and imaginary 
parts are zero 




<t>*(x , w) = 0 for t i? 0 (50) 
J s 
l i m [ • . (% , u ) = A z , u ) ] f o r t * 0 (51) 
e_>o j u-e j u-t-e 
^S [^VE '"' = *j<W^
] f o r * g ° (52) 
^ [ VVe» V *j(Vs>"> = V W
V ^ V ^ ' 1 for t g 0 (53) 
^S [ VVe)V *j^-£'") = VW
V ^ W ^ teU0 W 
Thus, equations ^9 through 5̂+ establish that the real and quadrature com-
ponents of the complex amplitude of "the fluctuating component satisfy the 
same boundary conditions as the normal flux associated with the solution 
of conventional statics problems, 
Interpretation of the results remains to be discussed. Substitution 
for S.(x) from equation 31 into equation l6 gives 




= S°(x) e 1 ( u t + ^ 
J 
S°(x) = [S*(x)2 + S*(x)2]2 (56) 
J J J 
and £ is the angle for which -jt < £ ̂  JT and 
S*(x) S*(x) 
cos «= -g^r > s l n 5 = 3— 
S (x) S (x) 
J J 
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Physically, S. represents the amplitude of the disturbance and £ represents 
the reference epoch angle. Since the phase of the input disturbance is 
arbitrary, it is convenient to choose S. (3c) = 0 which implies £ = 0. 
The response at any point, represented by equation VJ, can be 
written using equation 30 as 
o$(x,t) = l>.(x,w) + i $ (x, GO)] e 1 W (57) 
or 
where 
.o,_ N i(cot+0) 
= 0 . (x, co) e v J 
3 
>°.(3c» = [^(x, U)
2 + 4^(x,u)
2]2 (58) 
J J J 
and 0 is the angle for which -2TC < 0 ^ 0 and 
0 (x,co) * (x, 00) 
cos 0 = -g , sin Q = -^ 
4> (x,w) 0,(X,OJ) 
J J 
As before, the physical interpretation of 4>°. (x, oo) is the amplitude of the 
J 
response and by restricting S . (3c) = 0, 0 represents the phase of the re-
J 
sponse with respect to the disturbance, 
Conclusion 
Starting with the multigroup, multiregion representation of the 
telegrapher's equation, the derivation has resulted in a set of coupled^ 
linear, nonhomogeneous differential equations applicable to any stationary 
6? 
fueled reactor which can be solved by conventional statics techniques. 
The solution of these equations provides the necessary relationships to 
calculate at any point the amplitude and phase of the neutron flux re-
sponse when the reactor is subjected to a small periodic disturbance= 
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CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF THEORY 
For reference^ Table 7 summarizes the numerical effort which 
evolved in establishing a computational method capable of solving one-
and/or two-dimensional complex source problems. The details of each 
calculation,, with the exception of number % will be discussed in this 
chapter. The EXTERMINATOR results which simulated the pile oscillator 
experiment on the GTRR will be described in Chapter VI. 
Table 7- Summary of Computer Codes Used, to Analyze the Complex 
Source Problems Applicable for the NORA Reactor and 
the GTRR 
No. Reactor Code Used Dimensions Core Description Cross Sections 
1 NORA CHARLIE 1 Homogenized 
2 NORA CRAM 1 Homogenized 
3 GTRR CRAM 2 Fuel and D O 
k NORA EXTERMINATOR 1 Homogenized 











The derivation in the preceding chapter resulted in a system of 
equations, 38 and 39; whose solution describes the response of the neutron 
69 
flux when the reactor is subjected to a small periodic disturbance. This 
chapter will show how, with appropriate identification, the above men-
tioned equations can be solved with existing statics codeso Numerical 
results of one- and two-dimensional calculations will be given. 
Experimental verification of numerical results obtained using the 
mathematical technique discussed in Chapter IV would add to the substance 
of this approach. For this reason, the following problems were solved 
in an attempt to predict the experimental results obtained from pile os-
cillator experiments. In these experiments, the reactor was subjected to 
a small, local, periodic disturbance, obtained by varying the neutron ab-
sorption at some particular location. The response to this disturbance 
was monitored at various other locations within the reactor. The details 
of the pile oscillator experiment performed on the GTRR are contained in 
Chapters II and III. 
The manner in which the disturbance is simulated in the computa-
tions needs further elaboration. As mentioned previously in Chapter II, 
this disturbance is treated as equivalent to an external source whose 
strength varies periodically. Thus, the question to be answered is what 
value should be used for S.(*) (Chapter IV, equation l6) or better still, 
-J 
R T 
what should be used for S.(x) and S.(x) (Chapter IV, equation 31). As 
J J 
pointed out in Chapter IV, it is convenient to set S.(x) ~ 0. However, 
J 
S.(x), the amplitude of the disturbance, remains to be assigned a value, 
J 
Since the final formulation of the problem resulted in equations 38 and 
39 which describe the situation of an external source in a nonmultiplying 
o 
medium, the value of S.(x) is arbitrary because the equations are inhomo-
J 
geneous. The real component of the external source has a value only in 
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the regions where the disturbance is present; in all other regions 
D 
S.(x) = 0. The remaining consideration is the energy dependence., As 
J 
an example, consider a two-energy group analysis, fast and thermal. It 
is important that the ratio of the disturbance, i.e., absorption, in the 
fast group to the thermal group be maintained. If, as was the case in 
the experiments to be discussed, cadmium is used as the absorber, then 
the disturbance, i.e., absorption, of the fast neutrons can be considered 
negligible in comparison with the absorption of the thermal neutrons, 
Since the ratio of the fast absorption cross section to the thermal ab-
sorption cross section of cadmium is approximately 1 to 800 and the ratio 
of fast flux to thermal flux (at the oscillator) is approximately 1 to 10, 
the fast neutron absorptions are less than 0.02 percent of the thermal 
R R 
neutron absorptions. Thus, S . (x) = 0 everywhere. Now, S (1c) at 
a particular point or in one given mesh region is completely arbitrary. 
If, as was the case here, the cadmium, of the pile oscillator extends into 
several mesh regions in the grid representation, then the ratios of the 
values of S,, ,(x) should be the same as their static flux counterpart, 
This assumes no significant flux depression effects, which in the actual 
experiment was not the case. To be completely specific, in the mesh re-
gion having the highest static thermal flux value where the oscillator is 
to be located, S,, (x") can be set equal to 1.0. In the adjacent mesh 
thermal 
regions where the oscillator is to be represented, the appropriate number 
between zero and one should be used. The phase angle results do not de-
pend upon the magnitude of S,, -. (x") since the ratio of the resulting 
complex fluxes is maintained, yet the amplitude of the response for a 
particular frequency is directly dependent upon this value. Hence, 
> 
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S+.-U (x), once established, must remain fixed for all frequencies under 
thermal 
consideration. Then the relationship between the amplitude values for 
various frequencies will be maintained. Therefore, the role of S.(x) re-
—J 
duces to establishing the reference angle for the input disturbance and 
providing an arbitrary normalization constant, 
Reactor Model and Parameter Identification 
In all cases, the calculations performed were applicable to a two-
group, multiregion, one- or two-dimensional reactor model. Modification 
of Z.(x, co), as defined by equation 35 in Chapter IV, was made to account 
J 
for the leakage in the third direction (which was not considered) by de-
fining 
Z*(x» = 2*(x,w) + D (x)(B^) (59) 
J J J A J 
based upon the assumption 
ID 
£2<t> (x, w) 2 
D.(x) 2 = _ D.(x)(B ) . •
K(x,co) (60) 
J £z J ^ J J 
for slab geometry in the third direction. The same identification was 
v a l i d for the equa t ion invo lv ing $.(x, co). The one-diunensional problem 
J 
considered was a special case of the more general two-dimensional problem 
and did not require any further assumptions, 
For the two-group problem, the following identification was made 
for convenience. It permitted one subscript to identify the "flux" rather 
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than a subscript (j) and a superscript (either R or l)„ The original two 
groups, 1 and 2, corresponded to fast and thermal energies, respectively. 
»1(x,co) = *1(x,w) (6l 
T 
>1(x,(o) = <t> (x,u) 
•p 
' 2 S u ) = *3(x>w) 
' (x,u) = 4> (x,w) 
Likewise 
S*(x) = Sl(x) (62) 
S*(x) ES S2(x) 
SR(x) = S (x) 
2 V 3 
S^x) = S (x) 
Thus a two-energy group problem becomes a four-group complex flux problem 
as follows 
group 1 = fast real component 
group 2 = fast imaginary component 
group 3 = thermal, real component 
group k - thermal imaginary component 
With the above assumptions and identifications, equations 38 and 39; f°r 
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two-energy groups^ become as follows 
Equation for the fast real component 
Di(x)V2 *x(x>) -2:i(x,w) Mx.oo) + > £ * ( * > ) * (x,u) (63) 
+ Sx(x) = 0 
Equation for the fast imaginary component 
Di(x)V2 *2(x,w) - Zi(x,w) <D2(x,u) + £ Z^2(x,w) <Dg(x, co) (64) 
fci— JL 
+ S2(x) = 0 
Equation for the thermal real component 
^t V^ s — _ 
D2(x)V
2 *3(x,u) - £2(x,u)) <t>3(x>) + ^ Z (x,u) 4> (x, w) (65) g-*3 
+ S3(x) = 0 
Equation for the thermal imaginary component 
4 
D2(x)V
2 «U(x,w) - ̂ 2(x,o)) *4(x,co) + 2_,
 z!_^(^w) * (x,w) (66) 
= 1 g-4 
+ S4(x) = 0 
7h 
The following identifications were made using equations 35; 36̂  37, and. 
59» 
-t _ t _ 3 D l ^ x ^ w 
Z l ( X ; W ) = Z x ( x ) -
v i ( x ) 
- + D 1 (x ) (B^) 1 
2 z 
(67) 
~ . + 3 D a(x) co
2 
Sa(x,u>) = 2 a ( x ) + Da(x)(l> ) 2 




Z ^ x . o ) ) = i X 1 ( x ) ( l - p ( x ) ) + a x ( x ) X ! 
P , (x ) \ . ( x ) 2 \ 
1 1 
L=l ^ . ( x ) 2 + W 2 / 
(69) 
f _ s _ 
X v i ( x ) Zi (x) + \_Jp) 
m 
E l ^ 2 (
x , w) = - -r 
P,(x) \ ( x ) CO 
a i ( x ) )T -
V ^ / _ " i ^ / ^ I v ^ x ) Zf(x) 
' ^ \ 2 . , 2 i= i ^ . ( x ) 2 + t 
(TO) 
00 
1 + 3 Si(3c) Dx(x) 
v i ( x ) 
E" (X;U)) = i U 2 ( X ) ( 1 - P(X)) + a 2 ( 
m 
1 - * 3 V *>I 
^ 2 3 . (x ) \ . ( x ) 
1 I s 
\ 
i=i X.(x)2 + w' 
1 
/ r v - 1 \ 
(T i ; 
f s 





 P i ( x ) ^ ( x ) w 
v i ( x ) X1(x) 
' ^ \ 2 , . .2 i=l X,. ( x ) 2 + c 
(72) 
m P,(x) \ ( x ) 00 
Z L i & u > = I k ^ Z i ^ / - ' 1 " " ^ I v i C x ) z f (x ) 
S M x ) 2 + --2 OJ 
(73) 
/ 1 + 3 S i (x ) M x ) 1 
+ w 
\ v i ( x ) / 
s l ^ ( x * u ) = i | X i ( x ) ( l - i(x) E 
3 ± (x ) \ ( x )
2 
i ^ i X . ( x ) 2 + co2 
1^ 
(74) 
_ f _ s 
X vi.(x) L±(x) + 2 i_> i(x) 
m 
Z ( x , w ) = -
2-^3 ^ 
a 2 ( x ) 
3 i ( x ) A. i(x) w 
i=i X . ( x ) 2 + w' 
1^ 
— f _ 
v i ( x ) Z 1 (x) (75) 
„ S , _ v 1 
Z (x , to) = -
2-^4V ' ' k 
X 2 ( x ) ( l - p (x ) ) + a 2 ( 
m ^ 2 ^ ( x ) \ ( x ) 
\ 
i= i A..(x)2 + to2 
(76) 
X v i ( x ) Zx(x) + 2 ^ ( x ) 
m 
Z ^ x . u ) = | X x ( x ) ( l - (3(x)) + a x ( x ) ^ 
^ 2 P ^ x ) \ ( x ) 
i=i A. i (x)
2 + oo2 / 
(77) 
-p g 
X v 2 (x ) Z 2(x) + ^ ^ ( x ) 
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/ JL 3 . (x) X. (x) LO 
Ox,(o) = -£k(x) E :^-_1--_: ] va(x) zf(_} 
i ^ i M ' x ) 2 + - 2 CO 
(78) 
m 
Z ^ x . o o ) = ^ X 2 ( x ) ( l - 0 (x ) ) + a 2 ( x ) ^ 
^ 2 Pi (x ) \ ( x ) 
i=i \ . ( x ) 2 + -2 CO 
(79) 
X v 2 (x ) z | ( x ) + Z ^ 2 ( x ) 
£_ (x. co) = - — 
' — p , ( x ) \.(x) ( 
a2( x) 2^ — ——:—] v2(x) 22(x) 
\ 1=3. A., ( x )
2 + -2 CO 
(80) 
- CO 
1 + 3 Sa(x) D2(x) 
v 2 (x ) 
m 
zLi ( x 'u ) = i | a i ( 
P,(x) V ( x ) 
x) £ ^ " ' " i ^ ' ] v £ (x ) 4 ( x ) 
1=1 M x ) 2 + " 2 CO 
(81) 
, m 
S* (x,0>) = | X ; L ( X ) ( 1 - P(X)) + a i ( x ) Y, 
P±(x) \ ( x )
2 
' ^ \ 2 , , , 2 i = i ^ . ( x ) 2 + c 
(82) 
x v2(x) 4 ( x ) + if (x) 
c:—7 1 
/ m 
z L . ^ w ) = ¥ F 2 ^ L 
3 i ( x ) \ (x) co' 
v 2 (x ) Z 2 (x) 
i=i X.(x)2 + co' 
(83) 
1 + 3 Eaffl D2(x) 
+ CO 
V-
• ( * ) 
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z ! L ( * ' w ) = ̂  X2(x)(l - p(x)) + a2(x) ^ 
m ^ ,_N , ,_N2 P^x) V(x)' 
i^i \.(x)2 + w2 
1 
(8*0 
x v2(x) 4(x) + S^2(x) 
Equations 63 through 8̂4- provide the relationships necessary for formula-
ting a two-group complex source problem. Appendix B contains a discussion 
and listing of the program KISEC, which computes the "kinetic" cross sec-
tions (equations 67 through Qk) needed as input to solve the two-group, 
multiregion complex source problem described by equations 63 through 66. 
One-Dimensional Analysis of the NORA Reactor Using 
CHARLIE and GRAM 
Initial investigation using the approach just described was applied 
to a one-dimensional model of the NORA reactor. A description of this 
heavy-water moderated, enriched uranium critical assembly located in 
Kjeller, Norway, is contained in references 31 and 32 along with the de-
tails of the experiment referred to in the following discussion. This 
experiment was chosen because it provided experimental evidence of the 
space-dependent response of the NORA reactor to a pile oscillator. In 
particular, one set of experimental results was for the oscillator located 
near the center of the core. This configuration, assuming cylindrical 
2 
symmetry and accounting for axial leakage by the term DB , as described 
z 
earlier (equation 59)j> w a s amenable to a one-dimensional analysis, 
The equations were programmed for solution on the B-5500 computer 
using a finite difference approximation for the space derivatives. A 
78 
maximum of 25 variable radial mesh spaces was allowed. The details of 
this program (CHARLIE) are described in reference 33. The size of the 
computer problem should be noted. With four equations applicable at each 
space point; the final matrix was 1C4 by 104. The solution to the system 
of difference equations was obtained by direct matrix inversion and also 
3^ 
by the method of conjugate gradients. Both methods yielded essentially 
the same results. 
35 
The "static" two-group constants (furnished by Hansson ) , which 
were used in the computations for the NORA reactor, are listed in Table 8. 
32 
The delayed neutron constants for the NORA reactor are given in Table 9« 
Table 8. "Static" Two-Group Constants for the NORA Reactor^ 
DJL D2 £i 2 2 vi £i v2 £ 2
 Z!->2 
(cm) (cm) (cm-1) (cm-1) (cm"1) (cm"1) (cm-1) 
Core I.29197 O.81796 0.00991 0.00365 0.0 O.OO556 0,00968 
D2° R e" 1.305 0.82550 0.01090 0.00011 0.0 0.0 0.01090 
flector 
Graphite L192 1.05 0.00282 O.OOO83 0.0 0.0 0.00282 
Re ile c to r 
vi = 2.0 X 10 6 cm/sec 




Table 9« Delayed Neutron Constants for the NORA Reactor 

































It was assumed that all. neutrons (i.e., prompt and delayed) were 
born in the fast group. 
Thus 
Xx(x) = 1 ai(x) = l 
X2(x) = 0 a2(x) = 0 
The axial buckling, B (assumed energy independent), was determined by a 
subroutine of the program CHARLIE. CHARLIE performed a search to find 
2 
the B that would describe a critical reactor. Searching for the value 
2 
of B to make the reactor mathematically critical is an alternate ap--
z 
2 
proach to specifying the value of B and adjusting the value of the eigen-
value (k) to make the reactor critical. The effect on the final analysis 
should be slight. No cases were run to investigate the dependence of the 
answers on the approach taken. The value found for B was 5-536047 X 10~4 
cm"2. This value of the buckling implies an extrapolated height of 133=52 
cm. The measured extrapolated height reported in reference 32 was 132.85 
cm. Results of the calculations performed using CHARLIE are shown In 
Figures 19 and 20. The agreement between the computed and experimental 
values was indeed good. 
One of the primary goals of this research was to establish a tech-
nique which could apply to two-dimensional problems. This was accomplished 
as set forth by equations 38 and 39 °f "the preceding chapter. Having ob-
tained the degree of success as shown in Figures 19 and 20 for the one-
dimensional calculation, extension to two-dimensional calculations was 
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problem as formulated by equations 63 through 66, the following features 
had to be present in the code: 
1. Allowance for an external source 
2. Allowance for scattering from any group to any other group 
3. Tolerance for negative values of the flux. 
36 
The CRAM code, a multigroup, multiregion, one- or two-dimensional dif-
fusion code, possesses all of these features. To verify the operation 
of the code and as a check on the previous program, the NORA reactor pile 
oscillator experiment was again analyzed using the same data previously 
given. Results of the calculations are shown in Figures 21 and 22. Over 
the experimental range, the results were in good agreement. However, slow 
37 convergence was experienced throughout the entire range. For frequencies 
greater than 320 radians per second, CRAM did not converge. At low fre-
quencies (less than 0.1 radian/sec), the results of CRAM (Figure 2l) 
oo 
were indicative of a subcritical system. This could be explained by the 
fact that the value of the critical buckling determined by CHARLIE was 
used instead of determining the critical buckling from the CRAM code, 
which should have been done. Two further sets of computations were per-
formed to investigate the effect of reactivity. The previous calculations 
were repeated with CHARLIE and CRAM for the subcritical case k = 0,9977 
(extrapolated height 132.52 cm) and for the supercritical case, k = 
1.0035 (extrapolated height 13^-52 cm). The value of k was determined 
by CRAM when the buckling associated with the height was used as an input 
number for a conventional statics problem. The CRAM results are shown 
for a particular location in Figures 21 and 22. Figures 23 and 2k show 
the results from CHARLIE for one selected reactor position. The behavior 
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—J 
in the gain curve exhibited by the results of CHARLIE was consistent with 
the results shown in reference 39• The discrepancy in the general shape 
of the gain curves at low frequencies as determined by CRAM, and CHARLIE 
is an anomaly for which no explanation is apparent. 
Two-Dimensional Analysis of the GTRR Using CRAM 
40 
Initial two-dimensional calculations were performed using CRAM. 
From the experience gained in analyzing the NORA reactor, convergence 
problems were anticipated. However, at the time of these calculations; 
CRAM was the only code available which was potentially capable of per-
forming an analysis of this type. 
The GTRR was selected as the reactor to be analyzed. The oscilla-
tor, as shown in Figure 25, was located off the core center line, thus 
requiring a two-dimensional mathematical model for description. However, 
the removal cross section used in the mathematical model was not correct 
for the GTRR. This circumstance, coupled with the lack of definitive 
convergence, permits only a qualitative discussion of the numerical re-
sults. Nevertheless, some of the results are worthy of comment and fur-
ther discussion. 
The grid used to describe the core mid-plane of the reactor is 
shown in Figure 25. Within the core region, a three-inch by three-inch 
smeared fuel element was represented explicitly. The smaller grid spac-
ing (both vertically and horizontally) centered about the oscillator was 
desirable since the steepest gradient in gain and phase shift was antici-
pated in the region surrounding the disturbance. 
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Figure 26. CRAM Results Along Mesh Channel One for the GTRR Static Flux 
Distribution and the Complex Components of the Thermal and 
Fast Flux Amplitudes for Input Disturbance Frequency of 20 
Radians Per Second 
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fast fluxes. In addition (for the frequency of 20 radians per second), 
the complex components of the thermal and fast flux amplitudes are also 
shown. For this particular frequency, the real components of the respec-
tive fluxes have essentially the same shape as their static counterpart. 
This is not true in general, since for higher frequencies the phase 
shifts exceed 90 degrees and one or both components must change sign= 
(Figure 27 shows the static flux distribution for the thermal and fast 
fluxes using a mesh twice as fine as for Figure 26.) 
Results of an analysis of this type provided the gain and phase 
at the mid-point of each mesh square for the frequency under considera-
tion. The gain and phase are shown in Figures 28 and 29 for selected 
reactor locations. Since the solution for a given frequency provides the 
phase for each grid square, it is possible to construct lines of constant 
phase shift over the entire grid of the reactor. Such a map is shown in 
Figure 30 for a frequency of 20 radians per second. For ease of inter-
pretation, the figure shows areas of increasing phase shift in five de-
gree increments, 
Further information was obtained from a graph of phase shift ver-
sus position for a given mesh channel and a particular frequency. The 
family of curves which resulted by plotting this information for various 
frequencies is shown in Figure 31• The flat portion of the curve inside 
the core and in the reflector region opposite the disturbance shows where 
the response to the disturbance was relatively space-independent. The 
dynamic effect of the core is evidenced by the rapid change of phase be-
tween the oscillator and the core. 
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Figure 27- CRAM Results Along Mesh Channel One for the GTRR Fast and Thermal 
Static Flux Distribution with Refined Mesh Spacing D̂ 
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Figure 30. GTRR — CRAM Resul t s for t h e Space-Dependent Phase 
Response of t h e Neutron Flux for Input Disturbance 
Frequency of 20 Radians Per Second 
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Figure 31 . GTRR — CRAM Resul t s for t h e Phase Shif t of the Neutron FIILX versus 
P o s i t i o n Along Mesh Channel One for Different Frequencies vo 
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thermal and fast flux amplitudes show considerable fluctuations (Fig-
ure 2.6), their ratios,, and hence the phase shift associated with them, 
increase continuously with distance from the oscillator (Figures 30 and 
31). This phenomenon is physically reasonable. The fluctuations in the 
complex components were present because the fuel was represented expli-
citly in the mathematical model. From Figure 26 the information is pre-
sent to determine the behavior of the amplitude (both fast and thermal) 
in the fuel and in the surrounding moderator. At a particular frequency, 
the amplitude is proportional to the square root of the sum of the squares 
of the real and quadrature components of the flux. Examination of Figure 
26 reveals that the absolute value of the components of the fast response 
peak in the fuel and the absolute value of the components of the thermal 
response peak in the adjacent moderator. This result indicates that the 
fuel acts as an amplifier with a gain greater than one for the fast am-
plitude and less than one for the thermal amplitude. Thus, although the 
amplitude of the propagating disturbance increases and decreases as it 
traverses the core, the phase shift, both fast and thermal, monotonically 
increases with distance in all directions from the oscillator (Figures 
30 and 31). 
The results obtained from CRAM for the two-dimensional analysis 
were reasonable. However, solutions for frequencies beyond 70 radians 
per second were unobtainable due to lack of convergence. In fact, for 
all the frequencies reported, considering the size of the problem and com-
paring it with a normal statics problem, the rate of convergence was ab-
normally slow. These conditions provided further motivation to investi-
gate other codes in an attempt to find a method of solution which was 
98 
definitive and could be obtained in a reasonable period of time. 
One-Dimensional Analysis of the NORA Reactor to Check 
Modified EXTERMINATOR 
41 
EXTERMINATOR is another one- and two-dimensional neutron diffu-
sion code which allows for scattering from any group to any other group 
and also has provision for a constant source problem. Following some 
42 , 
modifications (namely, making the necessary changes to allow for nega-
tive values of the flux), EXTERMINATOR possessed the necessary features 
to solve a problem of the type being considered here. Initial calculations 
by EXTERMINATOR were performed in an attempt to reproduce previous results 
of CHARLIE and CRAM on the NORA one-dimensional problem. EXTERMINATOR 
was able to solve the low frequency case for a frequency of one radian 
per second. The number of iterations required varied from 29 to 233 de-
pending upon the angle associated with the arbitrary source input and 
upon group ordering. A normal problem of this size is solved with less 
than 25 iterations. EXTERMINATOR was unsuccessful in finding a solution 
for the high frequency case of 400 radians per second. However, using the 
^3 refined technique of group rebalancing;, convergence was obtained for the 
high frequency case. The phase angle results of the EXTERMINATOR test 
case (w = 400 rad/sec) are shown in Figure ±J, The case of one radian per 
second was rerun with group rebalancing and the problem converged in 15 
iterations. As set up for the computer, this type of problem is essen-
tially equivalent to a problem of two reactors which are extremely loosely 
44 
coupled, one "real" and the other "imaginary." This is exactly the con-
dition under which group rebalancing, according to reference 43, should 
99 
and did accelerate convergence* 
Based upon the success experienced with the one-dimensional NORA. 
computations,, a two-dimensional analysis was performed on the GTRR in 
an attempt to predict the results of the pile oscillator experiment de-
scribed in Chapters II and III. The details of the calculations are re-
ported in the next chapter. Included in Chapter VI is a comparison of 
the computed values with the experimental results. 
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CHAPTER VI 
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FROM A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
OF THE GTRR USING EXTERMINATOR AND THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
OF THE GTRR PILE OSCILLATOR EXPERIMENT 
The two-dimensional grid layout used in the EXTERMINATOR calculations 
is shown in Figure 32. Symmetry was assumed along the diameter which con-
tained the pile oscillator (Chapter II, Figure 3)« The homogenized half-
core region was assumed to be composed of 5-l/2 fuel elements, four dummy 
elements and the associated heavy water. In contrast to the CRAM analysis 
described in Chapter V, the core was considered as homogenized for this 
analysis because the primary interest was in the behavior in the reflector 
corresponding to detector positions 1, 3j and h, as shown in Figure 32. 
Had the fuel been represented explicitly, a finer grid would have been 
desirable, therefore increasing the computation time. In order to insure 
that mathematically a critical reactor was being analyzed, a two-group 
2 
static calculation was performed initially to find the axial buckling B 
which would satisfy the input specification of k = 1.0. The value 
found for B was 0.00163 cm"2. A cross section of the static fluxes along 
mesh column 1 resulting from this calculation is shown in Figure 33« The 
two-group coefficients used for this analysis are given in Table 10. 
2 
These two-group numbers, along with the above value of B and the values 
/Li 
of p.eff and \ . given in Table 11, were used as input for the B-5500 pro-
gram KISEC (Appendix B) to generate the required "kinetic" cross sections 
: 
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Table 10. "Static" Coefficients for Two-Group Analysis of the GTRR 
T>2_ D2 ^i £ 2 Z vi S-L v 2 ^2 
(cm) (cm) (cm-1) (cm-1) (cm-1) (cm"1) (cm-1) 
Smeared Fuel 1-576 1.020 2.67 x 10-3 4.80 x 10-2 6.4l0 x 10"3 3-630 x H T 3 9.240 x 10"2 
Element 
D O Moderator I.877 0.840 2.24 x 10"6 7-51 X 10-5 I.198 x 10"2 
(Core) 
Dummy Cell 1-342 0.8l8 7.71 x 10"5 5-45 X 10"4 l.l40 x 10"2 
Homogenized Fuel 1-732 0.864 4.75 x 10" 4 8.46 x 10"3 1.094 x 10"2 6.764 x 10"4 1.722 x 10"2 
Cell (Area 
Weighted) 
DpO Reflector 1.274 0-794 3-68 x 10"5 8-54 x 10"5 1.880 x 10~2 
Graphite Re- O.969 O.831 1.12 x 10"5 2.55 x 10"4 6.655 X 10"3 
flector 
io4 
Table 11. Delayed Neutro 
B.eff 
1 
1.85 x 10-3 
6.12 x 10-4 
2.06 x 10-3 
1.21 x 10"3 
1.50 x 10"3 
2.54 x lO"4 
2.33 X lO"5 
1.51 x 10-5 
1.07 x io-5 
1.70 x io-5 
3.79 x io-6 
2.10 x IO"7 
Constants for the GTRR 
\ . sec 
1 
I.96 
k.kl X 10"1 
2.88 x IO"1 
1.17 x io-1 
3.05 x io-2 
9.25 x io-3 
2.27 x IO-3 
7.73 x IO"4 
3.15 x IO"4 
1.18 X IO"4 
5.85 x io-5 
1.37 x io-5 
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for the frequencies of interest, 
The solid lines in Figures 3^ and 35 a r e traces from Figures 17 
and 18 (Chapter III) showing the experimental results for phase and gain 
for detector positions 1, 3; and. h- (Figure 32). Plotted on these figures 
are the computed values for the same positions. The exact location of the 
effective center of the detector is not known. Therefore, both the 
largest and the smallest values of phase angle found for any points in 
the region (heavy black square) enclosing each of the detector positions 
1, 3; and k} as shown in Figure 32, were plotted. The "error bar" as 
plotted on Figure 3̂- connects these extreme values and is indicative of 
the gradient of the phase response in the vicinity of each particular de-
tector location. Qualitatively, the general shape resulting from the 
numerical computations is reasonable both for the gain and phase curves. 
Quantitatively, the comparison of the results calls for further investiga-
tion. 
Figure 36 shows the EXTERMINATOR results for the phase response as 
a function of frequency for selected positions along mesh column 1. For 
mesh column 1, point 13 and point -̂1 represent the extremes in response. 
Therefore, the data as plotted in Figure 36 show the maximum space-
dependence in phase angle for the frequency range covered. Figure 37 is 
a similar graph showing the amplitude response as a function of frequency 
for selected positions along column 1. The crossover in the amplitude 
curves for points ik and 16 can be explained by noting that this is exactly 
the location of the pile oscillator (i.e., the source is located between 
rows 12 and l6 in mesh column 1 for the computations). Thus, the observa-
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figure 37. EXTERMINATOR Thermal Amplitude Results versus Frequency 
for Selected Positions Along Mesh Column One for the GTRR 
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smaller at point lk, its rate of fall-off with increasing frequency is not 
as great, and thus for high frequencies its amplitude is greater than that 
for point l6. This same observation can also be made by referring to Fig-
ures 38 through 40. Here the shift toward point 1.4 in the peak of the 
thermal real component as the frequency increases would cause the ampli-
tude of point 14 not to decrease as rapidly as point 1,6 with increasing 
frequency and thus give rise to the phenomena discussed above. 
Figures 38 through 40 show the complex components of the thermal 
and fast flux amplitudes along mesh column 1 for three different frequencies. 
These graphs show how each component changes in shape as a function of fre-
quency. 
Insight into the behavior of the reactor mid-plane flux can be 
seen by the sequence of Figures 41 through 43. These show lines of con-
stant thermal phase shift over the entire grid of the reactor for several 
values of frequency. Figures 44 through 46 show lines of constant nther-
mal" amplitude for the same frequencies. In order to visualize the gra-
dients present in the phase angle response., Figures 47 and 48 show both 
the fast and thermal phase angles as a function of position along mesh 
column 1 for various frequencies. 
In an attempt to improve the agreement between the numerical re-
sults and the experimental values, a second set of cross sections was 
generated which l!flux weighted" the thermal constants in the fuel cell in 
order to produce the homogenized coefficients. (Previous cross sections 
were area weighted to obtain the homogenized coefficients.) Details of 
the calculations used are in Appendix A. This set of cross sections al-
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Figure 39- EXTERMINATOR Results Along Mesh Column One of the GTRR 
for the Complex Components of the Thermal and Fast Flux 
Amplitudes for an Input Disturbance Frequency of Ten 
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Figure kl. EXTERMINATOR Results for the GTRR Space-Dependent 
Thermal Phase Angle Response to an Input Disturbance 
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Figure 1*2. EXTERMINATOR Results for the GTRR Space-Dependent 
Thermal Phase Angle Response to an Input Disturbance 
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Figure 1+3. EXTERMINATOR Results for the GTRR Space-Dependent 
Thermal Phase Angle Response to an Input Disturbance 
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Figure k5. EXTERMINATOR Results for the GTRR Space-Dependent 
Thermal Amplitude Response to an Input Disturbance 
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Figure k6. EXTERMINATOR Results for the GTRR Space-Dependent 
Thermal Amplitude Response to an Input Disturbance 
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Figure 1+7. EXTERMINATOR Results for the Fast and Thermal Phase Angle Response 
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Figure U8- EXTERMINATOR Results for the Fast and Thermal Phase Angle Response of 




fuel, cell constants are used for a single region core representation. If 
the smeared fuel element constants are used, as was done in the CRAM analy-
sis, the fuel and heavy water of the core could be represented separately. 
Specifying that the reactor "be critical (i.e., k no = l), the value of the 
eff 
axial buckling (considering the core homogenized) was found to be 0.00119 
cm-2. However, when the fuel and heavy water of the core were represented 
separately, the value of the buckling found was 0.00180 cm"2. This result 
established the need for further investigation of the two-group coeffi-
cients. 
Three additional calculations were run as test cases using these 
new flux weighted coefficients for frequencies of 0,1, 1.0, and 4.0 cycles 
per second (assuming a homogenized core). The phase angle results corres-
ponding to detector positions 1, 3; and 4 are plotted in Figure 3̂-, to-
gether with the results of previous EXTERMINATOR cases using the area 
weighted cross sections. The results for the three test cases were in-
conclusive. From Figure 3̂ , the low frequency result (0.1 cps) shows less 
agreement with the experimental results. At 1.0 cps there is better agree-
ment between experimental values and the values found for the additional 
test case. However, at 4.0 cps the results for positions 3 and 4 are in 
closer agreement with the experimental results but for position 1 the 
agreement is worse. Based upon the fact that the flux weighted two-group 
coefficients needed further investigation and that to perform a complete 
analysis of a number of frequencies would require a large amount of com-





As stated in Chapter I, the purpose of this thesis was to develop 
a numerical technique capable of predicting the response of the neutron 
flux throughout the reactor when it is subjected to a small, periodic dis-
turbance. The results obtained from the one-dimensional numerical analy-
sis were in close agreement with the experimental values of gain and 
phase for the NORA reactor (Figures 19 and 20). Extension of this ap-
proach to include analysis of a two-dimensional system required seeking 
a different method of solution. That is, the system of equations in the 
one-dimensional case could be solved by direct matrix inversion. However, 
for a two-dimensional problem, the size of the matrix prohibits this ap-
proach. Investigation of existing computer codes revealed the possibility 
of using CRAM and EXTERMINATOR. These codes allowed for an external 
source, provided for scattering from any group to any other group, and 
in the case of CRAM, allowed for a negative flux. EXTERMINATOR, follow-
ing modification by Mr. T. B. Fowler of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
would allow for a negative flux. Considerable convergence difficulties 
were experienced for both one- and two-dimensional problems using CRAM. 
Subsequent investigation of this problem revealed no satisfactory solu-
tion. Preliminary calculations using EXTERMINATOR revealed convergence 
difficulties similar to those which occurred when using CRAM. However, 
when the technique of individual group rebalancing was applied, conver-
12U 
gence was definitive. The speed of convergence remains the primary ob-
stacle to extensive use of this technique. The two-dimensional results 
obtained for the analysis of the GTRR were in qualitative agreement with 
experimental measurements (Figures 3^ and 35)• Based upon further inves-
tigation and closer examination of -che input constants, it has been deduced 
that a major improvement in these numbers is possible. 
The goals of this thesis were realized. A pile oscillator experi-
ment was designed and data taken which showed the space-dependent effect 
present in the response of the neutron flux of the GTRR when subjected to 
a periodic disturbance produced by varying the absorption present at a 
particular location. A numerical technique was developed which computed 
the space-dependent kinetic response of a stationary fueled reactor when 




The results of this work have demonstrated that EXTERMINATOR is 
capable of providing the means of solution to problems of the type in-
vestigated herein. However, the usefulness of this technique is limited 
by the large amounts of computer time involved due to the slow conver-
gence. Further problems should be investigated for the specific purpose 
of developing techniques to speed convergence. When the speed of con-
vergence is made acceptable, the extension to more groups, three dimen-
sions, and the incorporation of feedback would be an area of fruitful 
investigation. 
From the results reported pertaining to the GTRR, it is clear that 
a thorough investigation of the two-group coefficients is merited. With 
the acquisition of a consistent set of coefficients, repetition of the 
analysis of the GTRR pile oscillator experiment would be rewarding. 
Further parameter studies are feasible, particularly if the speed 
of convergence is increased. Specifically, by varying the height and 
thus changing the value of k , families of curves could be generated 
indicating the response of the reactor as a function of k . This par-
ticular parameter study was investigated by both CHARLIE and CRAM for 
the one-dimensional analysis. However, the results from EXTERMINATOR have 
not been obtained for various reactivities. 
No allowance for the effect of photoneutrons on the transfer func-
126 
tion has been incorporated in the mathematical model. Experimentally, at 
low power levels, the photoneutron source in the reactor is significant. 
The consequence of this phenomenon should, be investigated. 
The operating history of the reactor was not considered. Both at 
high and low power levels, there are significant reasons to believe that 
this parameter is important. Future experiments should attempt to iso-
late the variations in the response of the gain and phase as a function 
of operating history. 
Further experimental programs should be established along with 
continued development of the analytical model. A thorough investigation 
should attempt to reveal the sensitivity of the results both experimentally 
and analytically. For example, a long vertical oscillator could be fabri-
cated and the experiment repeated. These results should more closely ap-
proximate the mathematical model used for the analysis described in this 
thesis. Analytically, a parameter study should be performed to establish 
the sensitivity of the results to variations in the input constants. In 
fact, future research might reveal that this "static-kinetic" experiment 
and associated analysis constitute a much more detailed and sensitive test 
of the accuracy of a set of group constants than do current conventional 





GENERATION OF THE "STATIC1' COEFFICIENTS FOR A TWO-GROUP ANALYSIS 
OF THE GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH REACTOR 
A physical description of the Georgia Tech Research Reactor was 
given in Chapter II, Instrumentation and Equipment. In Chapter V, Appli-
cation of Theory, a computational procedure was described in which a grid 
was used to represent the reactor core mid-plane. Application of this 
technique to a particular reactor requires numerical values of the de-
scriptive constants for each of the regions being represented. In this 
appendix are presented the steps followed in generating the values of 
these constants. 
The regions for which constants were determined were the core, the 
heavy water surrounding the core, and the graphite reflector. Two sets 
of constants were determined for the core, based upon the following as-
sumptions : 
1. the entire core was considered as homogenized 
2. only the fuel element (three inches by three inches) was con-
sidered homogenized (smeared). 
The calculations to obtain the pertinent number densities for the 
individual elements within these regions will be outlined in the subse-
quent discussion. Table 12 provides the basic data used in the computa-
tions. 
Table 12. Parameter Values Used in the Determination 
of the Number Densities 
Component Densi ty 
(grams/ cm3) 
Atomic or Molecular 
Weight 
Al (1100) 2.nk1 26.9815 








 9 20.0276 
H20 (72°F) 0.9977550 18.0151 
Moderator purity = 99«77 weight percent Dp0 
Average enrichment in the fuel = 93»l8 weight percent U-235 
Fuel element loading = 142.19 grams of U-235 + 10.4l grams of 
130 
Atom Density Calculations 
To obtain the atom densities, the following relation was used. 
nuclei /inasswmolewnucleis /o^\ 
N= — = V—-—H H ) (o5) 
vol vvol /xmass/v mole ' v ; 
where 
p = density = mass/volume 
A= nuclei/mole = Avogadro's number 
= (0.6023 x 1024) 
a = mass/mole = atomic or molecular weight 
Substituting these definitions into the expression for N gives 
M = £* (86) 
Graphite Reflector 
Number density for atoms of G 
„ ( c ) _ (i.70)(o.6o2252)(io
g4) r8?^ 
N ( c j (12.01115) m ) 
= (o.o852)do24) a
a t o ^ c+ v cmJ reflector 
Moderator (99*77 weight percent DQ0) 




V-F- { H 2 0 ) = (0.99775) ( 8 9 ) 
where p = density of the moderator (grams/cm3) 
V.F. (DO) + V.F. (Hp0) = 1 (90) 
Combining equations 88, 89, and 90 and solving for p gives 
p = l.lQlj-6 grams/cm3 moderator (91) 
Number density for molecules of D O 
N(D20) - (20.0276)
 {92) 
molecules of DQ0 
= (0 .0331M(10 2 4 ) 3 — ^ -
cnr3 moderator 
Number density for atoms of D 





Number density for molecules of Hp0 
, , _ (0.0023) (1.10^6)(0.6022^)(10^) 
N(H20) - (18.0151)
 {9k) 
molecules of HQ0 
= (0.OOOO85)(1024) * — 
cur moderator 
Number density for atoms of H 
N(H) = 2 N(H20) (95) 
= (0.00017)(1024) ^ a t o m s H — 
cnr moderator 
Number density for atoms of 0 
N(0) = N(DQ0) + N(HQ0) (96) 
= (0.03322)(1024) a t Q m s ° — 
cm3 moderator 
The computation of the number densities for the fuel region was 
based upon a fuel element smeared (homogenized) within a square, three 
inches on a side. A cross section of a fuel element with the pertinent 
dimensions indicated is shown in Figure 49. 
Smeared Fuel Element 
Total cross section area = 9 in2 = 58*1 cm2 
Active fuel length in a fuel element = 23.5 in = 59•! cm 





ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 
Figure U9. Typical GTRR Fuel Cell Cross Section 
13^ 
N(TT ? ^ (1^2.19)(0.6022^2)(lQ2^) , s 
N ( U _ 2 3 5 ) -" (59.7)(5B.l) (235.0^39) ( 9 7 ) 
= (0.0001^(10^) cm, s : : - / - ^ 6lem-int 
Number density for atoms of U-238 
NfTT 2^) - (10^1K0^02232)(10^) 
N ( U" 2 3 b } - (59.7)(5B.l) (23B.050B) (9^j 
= (0.00000759)(1024) g
 a t Q m s u;238 
v 'x ' cm° smeared fuel element 
Area Computations 
The cross-sectional "area" of the uranium was computed as follows 
in order to determine the volume fraction of the aluminum and moderator 
within the smeared fuel element. 
3 
152.60 gm U cm3 
Uranium area = 00 — s — — .c r= 
23.5 in 19.05 gm U 




The dimensions necessary to compute the cross-sectional metal area 
are given in Figure k$. 
Area 12 plates - (12)(0.060)(2.6^5) 
= 1.90 in2 
Area 2 side plates = (2)(0.188)(2.803) 
= 1.05 in2 
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Metal area = 2.95 in2 (100) 
Moderator area = total area - metal area (101) 
= 9.00 - 2.95 
= 6.05 in2 
Aluminum area = metal area - Uranium area (102) 
= 2.93 in2 
Volume Fractions 
The volume fraction of each fuel element component was based upon 
the cross-sectional areas previously computed. 




Volume fraction of Moderator = O.672 (10*0 
Volume fraction of Uranium = 0.002 (105) 
Number density for atoms of Al 
1 71 
'(26.9815) 
} = (0.326)(2 l)(0.602252)(io^) ( 1 0 6 ) 
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= (0.0197)(102<) - g ^TSK , r 
\ / \ i cmo s m e a r e£ fUel element 
Number density for atoms of D 
N(D) = (volume fraction of moderator in smeared (107) 
fuel element) x (number density for atoms 
of D in moderator) 
= (o.672)(o.o6628)(io24) 
= ( o . o ^ H i o 2 4 ) - ^ a t H D i i T 
v x/v ' cm° smeared fuel element 
Number density for atoms of H 
N(H) = (o.672)(o.oooi7)(io24) (108) 
= (o.ooon)(io24) —^ at°ml Hn  
\ / \ / cmo smeare(i fuel element 
Number density for atoms of 0 
N(0) = (0.672)(0.03322)(1024) (109) 
= (0.0223)(1024)-^ 
cirr smeared fuel element 
An alternate approach to representing the core as composed of 
smeared fuel elements surrounded by heavy water is to consider the core 
as completely homogenized and thus represent the entire core as one re-
gion. In order to determine the core parameters under this assumption,, a 
typical "fuel cell" was defined by the following technique. Figure 50 
shows the 19 possible fuel element positions arranged on a six-inch tri-




Figure 50. GTRR Core Lattice with 19 Hexagonal Fuel Cells 
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array. Assuming a fuel element is located, within its boundaries, each 
hexagon defines a fuel cell (Figure 49). The number densities for the 
homogenized fuel cell were obtained by volume weighting (area weighting) 
over the fuel cell the proper number densities previously calculated. 
Homogenized Fuel Cell 
Area fuel cell = 201 cm2 (Figure 49) 
Area fuel element = 58.1 cm2 
Area Dp0 surrounding the fuel element = 143 cm
2 
„, „ , . ^ o - , - , - . o n -,-, area fuel element /.,-,„>, 
Volume fraction of fuel element m fuel cell = -—- T-^—— (110) 
area fuel cell x ' 
= 0.289 
Volume fraction of D„0 surrounding fuel element in fuel (ill) 
cell = 0.711 
Number density for atoms of "J-235 
N(U-235) = (volume fraction of fuel element in fuel cell) (112) 
X (number density for atoms of U-235 in smeared 
fuel element) 
= (0.289)(0.000105)(1024) 
= (0.0000303)(1024) 3 a t o m s U-23^ 
cm^ homogenized fuel cell 
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Number density for atoms of U-238 
N(U-238) = (0.289)(0.00000759)(1024) (113) 
= (0.00000219)(1024) — a t o m s u- 2 3 8  
cmJ homogenized fuel cell 
Number density for atoms of Al 
N(A1) - (0.289)(0.0197)(1024) (11*0 
atoms Al 
cm3 homogenized fuel cell 
= (0.00569)(1024) 
Number density for atoms of D 
N(D) = I (0.289)(0.0^5) + (0.7H)(0.06628)J(1024) (115) 
= (o.o6oo)(io24) atoms D 
cm3 homogenized fuel cell 
Number density for atoms of H 
N(H) = F(o.289)(o.00011) + (0.711)(0.00017)](1024) (116) 
= (0.00015)(1024) 
cm3 homogenized fuel cell 
Number density for atoms of 0 
N (0) = (*(0.289)(0.0223) + (0. 711) (0. 03322)] (1024) (117) 
140 
= (o.o3oi)(io2*) atoms ° 
cirr homogenized fuel cell 
A summary of the number densities used to determine the two-group 
coefficients is given in Table 13-
Coefficient Generation 
Fast Group Coefficients 
The fast group coefficients were generated using COMBO (a multi-
group spectrum code for the Philco 2000). The primary purpose of this 
code is to generate consistent polygroup constants for use in space-
dependent diffusion theory calculations. A fundamental mode solution of 
the transport equation in the B± approximation is used to obtain the 68-
group spectrum. Neutron moderation by hydrogen or deuterium is described 
by the Greuling-Goertzel approximation; the Fermi Age approximation is 
used for all other elements, 
The low energy cut-off (boundary between "fast" and "thermal" 
groups) used for the results reported was 0.79 electron volts. Previous 
calculations performed using essentially the same number densities showed 
little variation in the results between using 0.68 electron volts or O.87 
electron volts as the low energy cut-off. The temperature used for each 
calculation was 72°F. 
Each problem required as input one set of atom densities to de-
scribe the composition under consideration. The calculations performed 
were based upon a one-region, one-dimensional model. An input buckling 
was used to account for the effect of leakage. The source spectrum to be 
Table 13. Number Densities, in Units of 1024 Atoms/cm3, for Coefficient Generation 
Component Reflector Moderator Smeared Fuel Homogenized Fuel 
(Graphite) (99-77 wt # DO) Element Cell 
(3" x 3M) (Area = 201 cm2) 
Al 0.0 0.0 0.0197 O.OO569 
c 0.0852 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D 0.0 0.06628 0.0445 0.0600 
H 0.0 0.00017 0.00011 0.00015 
0 0.0 0.03322 0.0223 0.0301 
u-235 0.0 0.0 0.000105 0.0000303 
u-238 0.0 0.0 0.00000759 0.00000219 
1̂ 2 
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used also had to be indicated. No broad group self-shielding factors 
were used, i.e., a spatially flat flux was assumed in all COMBO problems. 
Resonance absorption in COMBO is treated "by either the narrow resonance 
or narrow resonance infinite mass approximation. For the GTRR, both the 
U-235 and U-238 are essentially infinitely dilute. 
The following tabulation details the input used to determine the 
fast coefficients for each composition of interest. 
Smeared fuel element 
Atom densities (Table 13) 
B2 = 10"50 
Source spectrum = fission source spectrum 
Dp0 in core surrounding smeared fuel element 
Atom densities (Table 13) 
B2 = 10" 50 
Source spectrum = fission source spectrum 
Homogenized fuel cell 
Atom densities (Table 13) 
B2 = 0.862 x 10"2 based upon core radius ~ 26 cm 
Source spectrum = fission source spectrum 
DO moderator surrounding the core 
Atom densities (Table 13) 
B2 = 0.5 x 10"2 
Source spectrum = leakage source spectrum resulting 
from the homogenized fuel cell calcu-
lation 
1̂ 3 
Graphite reflector surrounding the D O moderator 
Atom densities (Table 13) 
B 2 = 10-50 
Source spectrum = leakage source spectrum resulting 
from the Dp0 moderator calculation 
Thermal Group Coefficients 
The thermal group coefficients were generated using a modified 
53 version of THERMOS ( a thermalization transport theory code for reactor 
54 
lattice calculations). The general purpose of THERMOS is to predict 
thermal neutron reaction rates for a given lattice configuration. THERMOS 
solves the isotropic integral transport equation for the space and energy 
(30 groups) dependence of the flux in a lattice cell. Transport kernels 
for slab or cylindrical configurations are computed within the code. 
Energy exchange kernels [Z (E'-»E)] may be supplied as input or generated 
within the code using the Brown-St. John Model. The particular kernels 
used for these calculations were as follows: 
1. Nelkin-Honeck Model for bound deuterium 
2. Nelkin Model for bound hydrogen 
3. Free gas kernel [constant 0 (thermal), physical mass] for all 
other elements. 
A three-region, one-dimensional THERMOS calculation was used to 
determine the thermal core parameters. The cylindrical approximation of 
a fuel cell (Figure 49) was used to determine the extent of region 1 (the 
fuel region) and region 2 (the D O surrounding the fuel). That is, the 
radius (r = I.69 inches) of a circle whose area is equal to nine square 
Ikk 
inches (area of the smeared fuel element) was used to define region 1. 
The radius (r = 3*15 inches) of a circle whose area was equal to 31-2 
square inches (area of the hexagonal fuel cell) was used to define region 
2. The third region,, a pure scattering medium having a thickness of three 
centimeters (Z = l), was used to surround the D„0 in order to return the v s " 2 
neutrons isotropically instead of using the conventional reflective bound-
ary condition at the outer edge of the D O region. Results from the 
computation provided thermal core parameters for both situations of inter-
est. It provided thermal coefficients for the smeared fuel element and a 
separate set of thermal coefficients for the Dp0 surrounding the fuel. 
It also flux weighted the respective coefficients and thus provided as an 
additional part of the output the homogenized cell coefficients. 
The geometrical input specifications needed for the determination 
of the thermal-group coefficients for the heavy-water moderator surround-
ing the core were as follows: 
1. cylindrical geometry (no leakage) 
2. radius = 10 cm (ten space points). 
Similar input specifications were used to determine the coefficients for 
the graphite reflector surrounding the heavy-water moderator. All THERMOS 
computations were based upon a temperature of 72°F. 
The "static" coefficients for a two-group analysis of the GTRR, ob-
tained from using COMBO and THERMOS, are given in Table ik. 
Table ik. "Static" Coefficients for Two-Group Analysis of the GTRR 
D1 D 2 2-[_ Z2 ^l->2 Vi ^i V2 ^2 
(cm) (cm) (cm~ -1) (cm - 1) (cm - 1) (cm"1) (cm"1) 
Smeared Fuel 1-585 1.021 2.785 x 10" 3 5.052 x 10" 2 6.335 x 10" 3 3-79^ x 10" 3 9.768 x 10~ 2 
Element 
D p0 Moderator 1-329 O.856 5-6l7 x 10"
5 7-220 x 10" 5 1.193 X 10"2 
d (Core) 
Homogenized 1.364 O.895 7-319 X 10" 4 1.199 X 10" 2 6.377 x 10" 3 9-199 x 10" 4 2.308 x 10' 2 
Fuel Cell (Flux 
Weighted) 
D 20 Reflector I.267 O.799 3-669 x 10"
5 8.482 x 10" 5 1.648 X 10" 2 







"KINETIC" GROSS SECTION GENERATION FOR COMPLEX 
SOURCE PROBLEM 
In order to solve the two-dimensional complex source problem by 
using the statics code EXTERMINATOR., it was necessary to generate the 
"kinetic" cross sections needed as input. The term "kinetic" is used 
because of the dependence of the fictitious cross sections upon omega^ 
the frequency of the external source. The equations defining the two-
energy, two-dimensional "kinetic" cross sections are given in Chapter V, 
equations 67 through Qk, KISEC, a computer program in the ALGOL language 
for the Burroughs B-5500,, was written to perform the calculations for the 
multienergy, two-dimensional equations equivalent to equations 67 through 
Qk. 
The listing of the program KISEC is included for reference on the 
following pages. 
1^7 
PROGRAM TO COM 
"EXTERMINATOR" 
RESTRICTIONS I 
NOC = MUMBER 
NOR = NUMBER 
r,PS = NUMBER 







INTEGFR ARRAY NP 
ALPHA ARRAY TITL 
REAL ARRAY SIGTO 
REAL ARRAY CHI, 
REAL ARRAY OMECA 
PEAL ARRAY SIGTR 
REAL ARRAY KDIFC 
REAL ARRAY KSIGT 
REAL ARRAY OBZSl 
REAL ARRAY OIEKS 
REAL ARRAY DIFKS 
LAREL LI, L2, L 
FILE CARD ( 
FILE OUT PRINT f, 
FORMAT FMTO (6F] 
FORMAT FMT1 (1?A 
FORMAT FMT? (611 
FORMAT FMT3 (6R1 
FORMAT FMTa(//"D 
FORMAT FMT5 (/// 
FORMAT FMTA (/"M 
",!?/)> 
FORMAT FMT7 (/"N 
GROUP ">I2/)J 
FORMAT FMTH (/"M 
J TO GROUP T ( T 
FORMAT FMTO (/"E 
FORMAT FMT10 (/" 
FORMAT FMTtl (/" 
I2/)> 
FORMAT FMT12 (/" 
I2/)> 
FORMAT FMT13 (" 
FORMAT FMT14 (/" 
FORMAT FMT15 (// 
R14.7," RADIAN 
FORMAT FMT16 (/" 
1 TO GROUP ",I?) 
FORMAT FMT17 (/" 
ROM GROUP J TO G 
FORMAT FMTIfl (" 
FORMAT EMT19 (// 
ENTS WILL BE COM 
FORMAT EMT20 (" 
FORMAT FMT21 C" 
LIST LST1 (FOR I 
KISEC 
PUTE KINETIC CROSS SECTIONS TO BE USED AS INPUT EOR 
WHEN SOLVING COMPLEX SOURCE TYPE PROBLEM 
N THE PROGRAM 
OF CASES I.E. NUMBER OF ANGULAR VELOCITIES i 35 
OF REGIONS < 10 
OF ENERGY GROUPS S 10 
OF PRECURSORS IN ANY REGION < 20 
GPS, I,DBLNOGPS<J,K,L, DELT, T) 
C (01 10] J 
ECO!12] I 
T, DIECOEE, SlGMABS, NIISIGFIS, BZSQD, VELt0:10,0l10 ] i 
ALEHA[OUO,n: 101, BETAI, L AMBDA I r 0 l 20, 0 I 1 0 11 
rot 35]; 
ANSFERtOI10,0!10»0'10], BETA, SUML, SUMW [OilOD 












IEFUSION COEFFICIENT EOR GROUP 1 TO GROUP ",I2/)J 
" INPUT VALUES EOR REGION »,I2//)J 
ACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION FOR GROUP 1 TO GROUP 
J TIMES MACROSCOPIC FISSION CROSS SECTION FOR GROUP 1 TO 
ACROSCOPIC SCATTER OR TRANSFER CROSS SECTION FROM GROUP 
VARIES HORIZONTALLY, J VARIES VERTICALLY)"/)) 
NERGY DEPENDENT BUCKLING ( BZ SQUARED )"/)! 
AVG. VELOCITY FOR GROUP 1 TO GROUP ",I2/)J 
FRACTION OF FISSION NEUTRONS BORN IN GROUP 1 TO GROUP ". 
FRACTION OF DELAYED NEUTRONS BORN IN GROUP 1 TO GROUP ", 
RETAtn,LAMBDA[T] FOR T = 1 TO ",!?/)> 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS EOR GROUP 1 TO GROUP "»T2/)J 
X8. "KINETIC COEFFICIENTS FOR REGION ",I2," 0„MEGA = " 
S PER SEC"/ It 
KINETIC MACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION FOR GROUP 
t 
KINETIC MACROSCOPIC SCATTER OR TRANSFER CROSS SECTION F 
SOUP T")J 
T VARIES HORIZONTALLY AND J VARIES VERTICALLY" )) 
"VALUES OF ANGULAR VELOCITfES FOR WHICH KINETIC COEFFICI 
PUTED"/)J 
IE USING DIFFUSION EQUATION "/)J 
IF USING TELEGRAPHERS EQUATION "/)> 
































































LIST LST2 CNOC.NOR.GPS); 1! NUMBER OF OMEGAS*REG IONS.ENERGY GROUPS 620 
LIST LST3 ( FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS 00 OIFCOEF t J.K ]) J 630 
LIST LST4 ( FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO S I GMABStJ,K])J 640 
LIST LST5 ( FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO NUSIGFISCJ.K])» 650 
LIST LST6 (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS 00 660 
FOR T*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO SIGTRANSFER t J. T« K ]) I 670 
LIST LST7 ( FOR J*1 STEP 1 UNTIL GPS 00 RZSQDC J, K ] ) I 680 
LIST LST8 ( FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS 00 V E L U i K D J 690 
LIST LST9 ( FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS 00 Ch'IU.K]), 700 
LIST LST10 (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS On AlFHAtJ.K])) 710 
LIST LST11 ( NPC[K])> 720 
LIST LST12 (FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL NPC[K] OC I BETA I[t,KI»LAMBDAICI.K1]) t 730 
LIST LST13 (GPS)J 740 
LIST LST14 ( K, OMEGACLI)} 750 
LIST LST15 ( FOR T*l STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO SIGTRANSFER[J»T»K I )J 760 
LIST LST16 (DBLNOGPS)J 770 
LIST LST17 (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS 00 KOIFCOFIJ.K 1 ) I 780 
LIST LST18 (FOR T*l STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS 00 KSIGTRANSFER(J»T,K I ) I 790 
LIST LST19 (FOR J*t STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS 00 KSIGMABStJ.K ]>l 800 
LIST LST20 (FOR L*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOC Dn OMEGA[L])J 810 
LIST LST21 (K)» 820 
LIST LST22 (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS 00 DIFKSIGMABStJ,K] ) I 830 
LIST LST23 (FOR T*l STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS 00 DIFKSIGTRANSFERtJ.T.K])J 840 
* 850 
X START OF PROGRAM 860 
t 870 
% READ INPUT DATA 880 
* 890 
WRITE(PRINT [NO]) J XPRINT FlLE-ID GOES IN COLS. 7-13. PUT AFTER DECL. 900 
READ (CARD.FMT1,LST1); % TITLE 910 
READ (CARD.FMT2.LST2); % NUMBER OF OMEGAS*REG IONS.ENERGY GROUPS 920 
NOR * NOR) 930 
READ (CARD.FMT3.LST20), % VALUES OF ANGULAR VELOCITIES (OMEGAS) 940 
FOR K*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO 950 
BEGIN 960 
READ (CARD.FMT3.LST3); % DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 970 
READ (CARD.FMT3.LST4). * MACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 980 
READ (CARD.FMT3.LST5), % NU TIMES MACROSCOPIC FISSION CROSS SECTION 990 
READ (CARD,FMT3,LST6)J * MACROSCOPIC SCATTER OR TRANSFER CROSS SECT 1000 
READ (CARD.FMT3.LST7)) * ENERGY DEPENDENT BUCKLING (BZ SQUARED) 1010 
READ (CAR0.FMT3.LST8), t AVG. VELOCITY FDR EACH ENERGY GROUP 1020 
REAO (CARD,FMT3.LST9)J % FRACT OF FIS NEUTS BORN IN ENERGYtJ 1.CHItJ ] 1030 
READ (CARD.FMT3.LST10)! t FRACT OF OLAY NEUT BRN IN NRGCJJ. ALFHAtJ] 1040 
READ (CARD.FMT2.LST11 )> % NUMBER OF PRECURSORS 1050 
K «• KJ 1060 
NPCtK] * NPC[K]J 1070 
IF NPCtK] B 0 THEN GO TO LI* 1080 




CLOSE (CARD. RELEASE)? 1130 
* PRINT THE INPUT 1140 
X 1150 
WRITE (PRINT[PAGE1)» 1160 
WRITE (PRINT.FMT1,LST1)J X TITLE 1170 
WRITE (PRINT.FMT19)) 1180 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT0.LST20)) % VALUES OF ANGULAR VELOCITIES (OMEGAS) 1190 
FOR K*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO 1200 
BEGIN 1210 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT5.LST2DJ % REGION NUMBER 1220 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT4.LST13), I! 1230 
."U9 
WRTTF (PRINT,FMT0,LST3)J * DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 1240 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT6,LST13)> * 1250 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT0,LST4)J * MACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 1260 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT7,LST13)JI 1270 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT0,LST5)J * NU TIMES MACROSCOPIC FISSION CROSS SECTION 1280 
WRITE (PRINT,FMTfl)! 1290 
FOR J M STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO 1300 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT0,LST15)J * MACROSCOPIC SCATTER OR TRANSFER CROSS SECT 1310 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT9)> 1320 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT0»LST7)J J! ENERGY DEPENDENT BUCKLING (BZ SQUARED) 1330 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT10,LST13)J 1340 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT0,LST8); X AVG. VELOCITY FOR EACH ENERGY GROUP 1350 
WRTTE (PRINT,FMT11,LST13)J 1360 
WRITE (PRINT, FMT3»L5T9)J 1! FRACT OF FIS NEUTS BORN IN ENERGYtJ 3,CHItJ] 1370 
WRTTE (PRINT,FMT12,LST13)J 1380 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT3,LST10)J % FRACT OF DLAY NEUT BRN IN NRG t J ] , ALFHAtJ] 1390 
WRITE (PRINT,FMTl3,LSTll>J 1400 
IF NPCtK] »0 THEN GO TO L2J 1410 
WRTTF (PRINT, FMT0,LST12)J % BETAII3S AND L A M B O A t H S 1420 
|_2i 1430 
ENDI 1440 
t KINETIC COEFFICIENT COMPUTATIONS 1450 
FOR L*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOC 00 1460 
BEGIN 1470 
FOR K M STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO 1480 
BEGIN 1490 
RETAtKl* SUMLtK]* SUMWtK]«- 0 I 1500 
IF NPCtK] = 0 THEN GO TO L3 J 1510 
FOR T M STEP 1 UNTIL NPCTK] DO 1520 
BEGIN 1530 
SUMLtK] «• SUMLtK] + (( (L AMBOA T [ I ,K ] *2 ) x BETAltI,K]) / 1540 
((0MEGAtL1*2) + (LAMBDAltI»K]*2)))J 1550 
SUMWtK] * SUMW[K] + ((OMEGAtL] x :_ AMBD A11 I , K ] x BETAItI,K])/ 1560 
((0MEGAtL1*2) + (LAMBDAItI,K3*2)))J 1570 
BETAtK] «• BETAtK] + B E T A I t l . K U 1580 
END* 1590 
L3l FOR J M STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO 1600 
BEGIN 1610 
KDIFCnFt2xj-l,Kl «• KDIFCOF 12xj, K ] «• DIFCOEFIJ,K]J 1620 
SIGTOTtJ,K] «• SIGMABStJ,K]J 1630 
FOR T M STEP 1 UNTIL GPS 00 1640 
SlGTOTtJ.K] «• SIGTOT(J,K] + SIGTRANSFERfJ,T»K3 J 1650 
DRZSIGT0TCJ,K] • DIFC0EFtJ,K] x B7SQD(J,K3 + SlGT0TtJ,K3l 1660 
KSIGTOTt?xJ-i,K] «• KSTGT0Tf2xJ,K] • DBZS I GTOT t J, K I - 1670 
((3xDIFC0EFtJ,K1x(0MEGAtL]*2)) / CVELtJ,K3*2)) J 1680 
DIFKSIGT0Tt?xJ-i,K]4- DlFKS IGTOT f 2xJ, K] «• DBZSIGTOT t J, K] t 1690 
KSIGMARSt2xJ-i,K] «• KSIGMABS[?xJ,K] •• KSI GTOT C 2x J, K ] J 1700 
DIFKSIGMABSt2xJ-i,Kl «• DIFKSIGMABStJxj,K] «• DIFKSIGTOTt?xJ,K]) 1710 
FDR T M STEP 1 UNTIL GPS DO 1720 
BEGIN 1730 
K S I G T R A N S F E R t 2 x J M , 2 x T M , K 3 «• ( ( ( C H I t T , K l x ( 1 - B E T A t K ] ) ) 1740 
+ (ALFHAtT,K] x SUMLtK])) x NUSIGFIStJ,K] ) 1750 
+ RTGTRANSFERtJ,T,K] J 1760 
KSIGTRANSFERt2xJ,?xT,K] «• KSIGTRANSFERt2xJ-l#2xT-l,K3 J 1770 
DIFKSIGTRANSFERt2xj,2xT,K] «• KSIGTRANSFERt2xJ,2xy,K ] t 1780 
D I F K S I G T R A N S F E R t 2 x J M , 2 x T - l , K l «• KSIGTRANSFERt 2 x j - l , 2 x T - l , K 31 1790 
IF T » J THEN DELT «• 1 ELSE DELT «• 0 f 1800 
KSIGTRANSFERt2xJM,2xT,K) • (( -1 x ALFHAtT,K] x SUMWtKl) 1810 
x NUSIG F I S N , K ] > - (OMEGAtL] ,' VELtJ,K]) x (i •( 3 1820 
x STGT0TtJ,K3 x DIFCOEFtJ.K1)5 x DELT \ 1830 
DIFKSIGTRANSFERt2xjM,?xT,K3 *• ((-1 x ALFHAtT.K] x SUMWtKl) 1840 

































KSIC»TRANSFERC2XJ,?XT-1,K] «. - KS I GTR ANSFER [ 2x J- I , 2xT» K 3 J 
DIFKSIGTRANSFERC2xj»2xT-t»K] «. - 0IFKSIGTRANSFERC?xJ- \ ,2xT»K 1J 
KSIGMABSC2xj-l,K] • KSIGMABSt2xJ-l,K ) 
- KSIGTRANSFERt?xj-l,2xT-t,K] - KSIGTRANSFER[?xJ-l,2xT,K ]J 
DIFKSIGMABS(2xJ-l,Kl *0IFKSIGMABS(2xJ-1,K ] 
- DIFKSIGTRANSFERC2xJ-t,2XT-i,K1-0IFKSIGTRANSFERt?xJ-1,2xT,Kl) 
KSIGMABS(2XJ,K] * KSTGMABSt?xJ,K3 
- KSIGTRANSFERr?xj,j|XT,K] - KS I GTR ANSFERI 2x J, ?xT-1, K 1 i 
DTFKSIGMABSC2xj,K1 * 0 IFKSIGMABS[?xJ,K1 




PS «• 2 x GPS i 
PRINT THE OUTPUT 
(PRINTIPAGEl)/ 
(PRINT,FMT|,l,STl) J % TITLF 
«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR 00 
(PRINT,FMTl5,LST14)J 
(PRINT,FMTtA.LSTU); % 
(PRINT,FMT0,LST17)> % OlFFUSlON COFFFS FOR COMPLEX SOURCE PROB 
(PRINT,FMT16,LST16)J 
(PRINT,FMT21 )J 
(PRINT,FMT0,I.ST19)J * KINETIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 
( P R I N T , F M T 1 6 . L S T 1 6 H 
( P R I N T , F M T 2 0 ) ; 
(PRINT,FMT0,|_ST2?)JX KINETIC ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS DIFF THEORY 
(PRINT,FMT17)) 
(PRINT,FMTt8)J 
(PRINT,FMT21 I t 
t STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS 00 




1 STEP 1 UNTIL DBLNOGPS DO 














































DATA COLLECTION, REDUCTION, AND ANALYSIS 
Data Collection 
Collection and storage of the experimental data.were accomplished 
by using the 400-channel analyzer in the multiscaler mode. The dwell 
time per channel was set by adjusting the output from the channel advance 
timing oscillator so that ^00 channels of data were obtained for each re-
volution of the pile oscillator drive shaft. This is not meant to imply 
that the time for one revolution of the drive shaft was divided into ^00 
equal time increments and data collected in each one of them. Synchroni-
zation of the pile oscillator with a free-running timing oscillator was 
not possible because of the variations in the motor speed. The timing 
oscillator (with the reset signal option, as used in this experiment) 
was free-running only between reference pulses. Each reference pulse re-
set the timer, simultaneously synchronizing the multiscaler and associated 
electronics to the pile oscillator. Thus, the dwell time per channel was 
adjusted to allow 400 channels of data to be stored before the next refer-
ence pulse was received. This time interval per channel was not arbi-
trary. Due to the design characteristics of the multiscaler, the "ready 
accumulate command" and the "accumulate command" for channel zero could 
not be accommodated simultaneously. This resulted in an interval exactly 
one dwell time in length, called the "ready accumulate mode, " during which 
no data were stored. One further consideration was necessary while adjust 
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ing the dwell advance timing oscillator. A design feature of the TMG 
Model h-Ok multiscaler required that in order to execute the "ready ac-
cumulate" command (needed to begin a new data collection cycle), the 
multiscaler had to be in the "stop" mode. Taking into consideration the 
variations of the motor speed., the dwell time per channel was adjusted 
so that approximately three-fourths of one dwell time followed the last 
channel of data collection- During this time, the multiscaler was in the 
"stop" mode and thus prepared to receive the next "ready accumulate" com-
mand. The various modes of operation of the multiscaler were distinguish-
able by monitoring the voltage level on the dwell advance jack, J-105.? 
using an oscilloscope in the delayed sweep mode of operation. Associated 
with each channel was a switching time equal to 3̂- microseconds. Channel 
zero (the first data collection channel) is an exception, having only a 
17 microsecond switching time. A timing diagram of the data collection 
sequence is shown in Figure 51° 
Data Reduction and Analysis 
Upon completion of a run, the data stored in the memory of the 
multiscaler were punched serially on paper tape. Processing of the data 
was implemented by using the Burroughs B-5500 computer at Georgia Tech. 
The computer was not equipped with a paper tape input reader. Therefore, 
an IBM tape-to-card printing punch was used to convert the information 
from the paper tape to punched cards, a permissible input medium for the 
B-5500. 
DRAHA, the computer program used for analyzing the experimental 






























RAC = "READY ACCUMULATE COMMAND" which originates when breaker points separate 
AC = "ACCUMULATE COMMAND" or "ADVANCE COMMAND" output of the channel advance timing osci 
At = switching time per channel for channels I through 399 
= 34u sec. 
At = dwell time per channel per pass (value depends upon frequency of pile oscillator) 
At = data collection time per channel per pass 
= At , -34y sec for channels I to 399 
d 
= At -17y sec for channel 0 
Figure 51* Data Collection Timing Sequence and Associated Data 
Reduction and Analysis Nomenclature 
15* 
1. the number of data collection runs to be processed 
2. the print control indicator 1 or 2 
3. the dead time of the detector-multiscaler system, T 
k. the total number of data points 
5. the maximum number of harmonics to be considered, M 
6. the number of cycles of equally spaced data points, 1 or 2 
7. the total number of drive shaft revolutions, N 
8„ the data collection time per channel per pass, At 
9. the amount of "overflow" during the experimental data collection 
10. the experimental data (counts per channel). 
The following discussion not only details the equations solved by 
DRAHA, but also explains the basis for the calculations performed. 
Provision was made in the code to add a constant to all the data if 
necessary. This condition existed if the total counts per channel ex-
ceeded one million (the storage capacity per channel for the multiscaler). 
"Overflow, " as this is called, resulted in the least significant digits 
being retained in the memory of the multiscaler. Thus, for example, if 
the total count accumulated in a particular channel was 1, 522, 503, the 
actual number retained in the memory was 522, 503. For the program to pro-
cess the proper number required one million to be added to the number ob-
tained from the original input data, "Overflow" was established in a 
straightforward manner during this experiment since the count rate on the 
detector remained below 250, 000 counts per second. As an illustration, 
consider the pile oscillator operating at one cycle every four seconds. 
Thus, a total of approximately one million counts would be stored in the 
-̂00 channels or 2, 500 counts per channel per revolution. Hence, to accumu-
155 
late one million counts per channel would require 1600 seconds. There-
fore, by visual monitoring of the multiscaler, an overflow condition could 
be established. Although this option was available, it was never needed. 
No provision was made to add one million to a few select channels around 
the peaks which could overflow while the other channels did not. 
As shown in Figure 51> channel zero, corresponding to the first 
datum point, collects data 17 microseconds longer than any other channel. 
The equation 
At c 
xi = XJ " s (118) 
1 Atc + 17 X 10-
6' 
where At is in seconds 
c 
was used to correct the data in channel zero for the different channel 
switching time. 
Further computations were performed to correct the experimental 
data for the lost counts due to the dead time of the detector-analyzer 
system. The dead time of the detector-analyzer system was 530 nanoseconds, 
56 
as determined by Graham. The conventional formula for correcting for 
lost counts was employed. 
y . 
i -I^M 




Here the expression 
N X At 
c ' 
was used to approximate the average count 
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rate during data collection„ This equation produces satisfactory results 
provided the correction is of the order of ten percent or less- Under 
this restriction; the experimental technique used resulted in counting 
rates typically of the order of 20C, 000 counts per second. Using 530 
nanoseconds for the system dead time, the magnitude of the lost count cor-
rection can be estimated as follows 
x. 
i 
yi " 1 - (CR X Td) 
where CR = count rate (counts/sec) 
x 
I 
yi ~ 1 - (2 x 10b)(5»3 x 10_Y) 
y. * 1.12 x. 
I l 
This restriction on the count rate could be met for positions 2, 5.? and 6, 
as shown in Figure 3; by adjusting the power level. For positions 1., 3; 
and h, as shown in Figure 3.? the count rate had to be reduced, by lowering 
the linear amplifier gain, to remain below 200, 000 counts per second, even 
with the reactor at the smallest possible power level. 
Corrections were made to account for the times during a cycle when 
no data were being collected, i.e., at the beginning and end of each cycle, 
Linear interpolation was assumed to be a valid technique to generate the 
two missing points. Justification for this assumption was based, upon two 
considerations. Each pile oscillator revolution was equivalent to two data 
cycles, i.e., 720 degrees. Hence, the points were approximately 1-5/̂ - cle-
(120) 
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grees apart. This, coupled with the statistical uncertainty of each datum 
point, precluded the use of a higher order approximation. Figures ^2., 53; 
and ^k, in which every other datum point is plotted, provides a visible 
picture of why any higher order approximation would not be justified. The 
first and last data points collected were not used for the linear inter-
polation. This decision was based upon the various operating anomalies 
which could and did happen during the course of data collection to affect 
the contents of the first and last channels. The first channel was affected 
by the performance of the breaker points. The last channel could conceiv-
ably be shortened if the breaker points were separated while data were 
being stored in the last channel. This condition could exist only if ex-
cessive drifting of the channel advance timing oscillator went unnoticed. 
The equations 
2 
yo = y2 - ^(y2 - ysss) (121) 
and 
2 
y4oi = ysss - ij(ys - y399) (1
22) 
were used to generate the missing end points. With the above corrections 
and additions, the resulting set of data represented the response of the 
reactor to cyclic variations in absorption. 
The following discussion develops the equations used to fit a finite 
trigonometric sum to the set of values (i, y.) over the range i = 0 to 401, 
in which the values of y are periodic with period 201. However, due to 
the existence of the "stop" mode, which is not one full channel width, 










y. [Corrected experimental data] 
$1 y.(l)[Computed value considering 
fundamental component only, 
equation 143.] 
- yi(7)[Computed value considering 
7 harmonics, equation 143.] 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
SEQUENCE OF DATA POINTS 
Figure 52. Corrected Experimental Data and Results of Harmonic Analysis — Detector 
Position 6 and Pile Oscillator Frequency of O.U98 Cycles Per Second 

























• y.[Corrected experimental data] • 
— — y'r( l) [Computed value considering 
-
fundamental component only, 
equation 143.] 
y!?(5) [Computed value considering 
1 1 1 1 | i i i 
5 harmonics, equation 143.] 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 
SEQUENCE OF DATA POINTS 
260 280 300 320 340 360 380 
Figure 53. Corrected Experimental Data and Resu l t s of Harmonic Analysis — Detector 
P o s i t i o n 2 and P i l e O s c i l l a t o r Frequency of 5-^5 Cycles Per Second 
400 
y.[Corrected experimental data^ 
667 y.(1)[Computed value considering 
667 • 
fundamental component on ly , 
equation 143.] • 
666 • * . • • 
-— ~~ • y-(2)[Computed values consider ing 
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657 1 | 1 \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i i i i 
20 40 60 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
SEQUENCE OF DATA POINTS 
Figure 5k. Corrected Experimental Data and Resul t s of Harmonic Analys is — Detector 
P o s i t i o n 3 and P i l e O s c i l l a t o r Frequency of 29-6 Cycles Per Second 
l6l 
tematic neglect of approximately one-fourth of the last channel, the 
following computation was performed. 
If the data were continuous instead of discrete, it could be repre-
sented by f(0), where 0 refers to the cadmium position. To calculate the 
amplitude of the fundamental component, the following equation was used. 
A = K / f(0) cos e ae (123) 
-X) 
where the upper limit of integration is kn to account for two cadmium ab-
sorption cycles per shaft revolution. Assume f(d) has only a COSine com-
ponent (an analogous argument would apply to the sine component). 
h jt 
A = K I cos2 e ae (121+) 
-'o 
= K 2TT 
Now consider the following, f(0) = cos(l + 8 ) 0 , where 6 represents the 
error in frequency. We now compute the amplitude to see the effect that 
the small variation has produced. 
kn 
A' = K / cos (1 + 5)0 cos 0 d0 (125) 
-•'o 
kn 
| / (cos [(2 + 6) 0] + cos [50]) d0 
K sin [(2 + o) 0] sin 6i 
- + 2 (2+5) 6 
162 
sin knb sin k-nb 
2 + 8 
K sin knb 
2 5 
The last equation was obtained by eliminating the first term of the pre-
vious equation which is small compared to the second term for small 8. 
Using the Maclaurin series expansion for sin hnb we obtain 
A' - JL 
A ~ 28 
k-nb -
(^8)3 , (^TS)5 (h^y 










If 8 = 0 
A' = 2Kir as before. 
Consider the limiting situation of one channel error, i.e., the situation 
where each shaft revolution was divided into either 4-01 or 4-03 equal time 
divisions (channel widths). 
Now 
A' = 2KTT 
r4 l t )2 
(127) 
= 2K* ( 1 - 0.000163) 
= 1.99967^ Kit 
Under the above conditions, an error of one complete channel width would 
make an error of about 0.02 percent in the determination of the amplitude 
of the fundamental cosine component. 
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Returning to the development of the equations to fit the data, the 
desired solution has one form as follows 
100 100 
* ° + A AK cos liK + ^ BK sin §iK < 1 2 8 ) 
K=l K=l 
The equations used to determine A , A^ and B are similar to those in 
57 Sokolnikoff, which apply for one complete cycle of data. The extension 
to two complete cycles of data is straightforward. For the first cycle 
200 
Ao = 2k S y± (129) 
1=0 
and for the second cycle 
lj-01 
Ao - ^ A 0 1 ^
 (130) 
Adding the equations and solving for A gives 
Ao = m L yt 
1=0 
Furthermore, for the first cycle 
>00 
\ - sk L y± - i i * (i32) 
1=0 
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and for the second cycle 
^01 
2 ) 2 * ( i ~ 2 0 1 ) TS / l 0 n N 
\ = 201 . ^ y i C O S ~^01 ' K (133) 
Since cos —;57yj K = c o s pTyf K f o r i = 2°1 through 401, the above two 
equations were added and solved for A , 
i+01 
V 20T ^ ^ i C ° S l bT K ^ 
1 = 0 
Likewise 401 
BK= 251 L y±
 s i n loT K ( 1 3 5 ) 
1 = 0 
Thus a form of the solution is 
100 100 
; . 2rti ) 2jti 
*i = Ao + L, \ cos ̂  K + Z. BK sin 3 - K (l36) 
K=l K—1 
where A , A^ and B are given "by equations 131, 13^ and 135; respectively. 
o Tv K 
Figures 52, 53; and 5k provide the graphic display of the value of 
the corrected counts in each channel versus the channel number for three 
different data collection runs, In addition, the line determined "by plot-
ting y. (equation lV3), considering only the fundamental harmonic, is 
shown in each figure. A second line is also drawn to show the effect of 
165 
using additional harmonics to determine y.. The number of harmonics chosen 
1 
for the second line was based upon the graph of SUMTEST versus number of 
harmonics (Figure 55 L which shows that beyond the value chosen there is 
little reduction in the value of SUMTEST and hence, there is little im-
provement in the fit to the data (see text to follow for definition of 
SUMTEST). 
The fundamental component of the input disturbance could be written 
a s 
v -̂  2 j t i 
Y i = D C O S 201 (137) 
because the breaker points were adjusted to fire when the cadmium leaves 
were in the full shadowed position. The cadmium leaves had a positioning 
error estimated at one degree on the circumference (two source degrees). 
In this configuration the phase angle associated with the source was as-
sumed to be zero degrees. To obtain the amplitude and phase shift of the 
individual harmonics of the response, the following manipulations were 
performed. By making use of the appropriate trigonometric identity, each 
harmonic could be written as 
\ cos irK + \ sin MK = GK
 cos §tK + eK (138) 
where 
G = (A| + B|) = amplitude (139) 
166 
600 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
NUMBER OF HARMONICS, H 
Figure 55 • SUMTEST versus Number of Harmonics for Three Frequencies 
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and 
K = arctan 
K] phase shift with respect to the 
input disturbance 
(UK)) 
In order to interpret the results, further conditions were imposed upon 
the computation of 9 . Since the experimental range of the source fre-
quency was limited to below 50 cycles per second, it was assumed a priori 
that the phase shift of the response would remain between 0 and minus 
360 degrees. Hence, the following restrictions were imposed 
i f A,, > 0 and B_ > 0 
*K K 







= a rc t an 
K 
AK 
= -2rc + a r c t a n fel 
hi 
1-3 




a r c t a n 
l-zK] 
\ A R I 
is defined to lie between plus 90 degrees and minus 
90 degrees. 
It was necessary to normalize the value of Gx obtained since this 
quantity, which is related to the gain, was to be compared with similar 
results from each set of data analyzed. The value of the static flux is 
proportional to the DC component, AQ; of the expression representing the 
168 
response of the reactor to the input disturbance. Therefore, to allow 
for the variations of power level during data collection at a given de-
tector position, the following quantity was computed 
W| = 0? = jj| (1*2) 
This normalization does not account for the flux shape. 
Final calculations were made to obtain a measure of the "goodness" 
of fit of the computed values and also to determine the value of each ad-
ditional harmonic. Using the following formula, the value of y was com-
puted for each value of i. 
H H 
yJ(H) = AQ + £ A^ cos |gl K + £ B sin § £ K (143) 
K=l K=l 
"H" represents the number of harmonics being considered, which varied from 
one to some maximum, M, established arbitrarily by an input number. To 
obtain a measure of the "goodness" of fit, S(H), as defined below, was 
computed for each value of H. 
401 , C, v\ 2 
s(H) = L -—-— ( ^ ) 
i=o ^ 
It was considered a "good" fit if S(H) was of the order of 400, which would 
indicate that deviation from the fit was primarily due to the random error 
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of the points. Figure 55 shows the value of SUMTEST as a function of 
frequency for three different data collection conditions. 
The value of the weighted residual. 
y i - y i ( H ) , 
X (H) = | -±-z=± | (1^5) 
y i 
for each datum point was also computed. Figure 56 shows the value of 
X.(5) for each datum point for the particular run being considered. This 
figure shows that roughly two-thirds of the data points are within one 
standard deviation of the computed value, and the differences between ac-
tual and computed values are randomly positive and negative. 
For reference, the listing of the program DRAHA is reproduced, be-
ginning on the page following Figure $6. 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
SEQUENCE OF DATA POINTS 
Figure 56. Res iduals for Each Datum Point Using Five Harmonics — Detec tor 




X DRAHA 20 
1! DATA REDUCTION AND HARMONIC ANALYSIS 30 
1! 10 
* , 50 
J! A PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE FOURIER COMPONENTS OF THE 60 
* FUNDAMENTAL THROUGH THE (N) TH HARMONIC OF A 70 
% PERIODIC ARRAY OF EQUALLY SPACED DATA POINTS 80 
X 90 
r 100 
X RESTRICTIONS IN THE PROGRAM 110 
% N = NUMBER OF HARMONICS < C(NDP/?)-11 120 
J! NDP » NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 130 
* Y i n =• DATA POINTS 140 
X I = INDEX FOR DATA POINTS 150 
* X C J , H = XC CASE NO., OATA POINT N0.1 160 
X J = NUMBER OF CASES TO BE RUN 170 
% MINH * MINIMUM NUMBER OF HARMONICS 180 
% MAXH = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HARMONICS 190 
SNOFCYCLES » NUMBER OF CYCLES EITHER 1 OR 2 200 
BEGIN 210 
LABEL L1>L?,L3,L4> 220 
LABEL L5,L*J 230 
INTEGER GJ 240 
INTEGER N, I, K, J, CASES, NDPJ 250 
INTEGER MINH, MAXH, NOFCYCLES) 260 
INTEGER PRTNTCON ; 270 
REAL ARRAY A, B, C, DC0I3O1 , Y, YCALC,DIFFC0I500] t 280 
REAL ARRAY ROOTY, DBYRT, 08YRTSO[01500 1 > 290 
REAL ARRAY OVERFLOWC0«30 IJ 300 
REAL ARRAY Xt0 I 30,0 J 4053 » 310 
INTEGER ARRAY XNDP,XMAXH,XMINH,XNQFCYCLES,PASSESt0 J303J 320 
REAL ARRAY TCHAN[0I30]J 330 
REAL SUM1, SUM2 » TEMPI J 3*0 
REAL AMPERCNT f 350 
REAL SUMTEST J 360 
REAL DEADTIME > 370 
FTI.E CARD (2,10) ) 380 
FILE OUT PRINT 6(2,15) J 390 
LIST LIST3 (FOR K «• 0 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO C K . A [ K ] , B [ K ] , C C K ] , 400 
DIK] ])J 410 
LTST LIST4 (CASES » PRINTCON, DEADTIME) i 420 
LIST LIST5 ( NOP, MINH» MAXH ) ; 430 
LIST LIST6 (FOR 1*0 STEP 1 UNTIL NOP DO YCI3 ) J 410 
LIST LIST9 (FOR I «• 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NOP DO [ I, YCI3, Y C A L C C I ) , 450 
D I F F U 1 , ROOTYtll* D B Y R T t H . DBYRTSOCI] ] ) > 4 6 0 
LIST LISTlO ( SUMTEST ) i 470 
LIST LIST11 ( NOFCYCI.ES ) J 480 
LIST LIST12 ( OVERFLOWCJ] ) I 490 
LIST LIST13(K-t»AMPERCNT) J 500 
LIST LISTA ( XN0PCJ3, XMAXHCJ3, XMINHCJ] , XNOFCYCLEStJ 3> PASSESCJ3, 510 
TCHANCJ3 ) i 520 
LIST LISTB ( FOR I *• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL: XNDPtJ] DO XCJ,I3 ) I 530 
LIST LTSTC ( O V E R F L O W C J ] ) ; 540 
LIST LISTD ( FOR I * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 5 DO YCI3>J 550 
LIST LISTE ( FOR I «• 6 STEP 1 UNTIL NDP DO Y(I1 )) 560 
FORMAT FMT1 (" HARMONIC ANALYSIS " , / / ) ) 570 
FORMAT FMT2 (M HARMONIC NO. COEF COSINE COEF SINE AMPLITUO 580 
E PHASE ANGLE "»/ )f 590 
FORMAT FMT3 (X4,I 4,X7,Rt2.5,X4,R12.5,X4,Rl2.5,X3,R12.6 / )J 600 
















































FOR I «• 
BEGIN 
XtJ.I1 
Yt II «• 





C TO 1 «• 
FOR G • 
REGIN 
IF G • 
rtoi «• 
Yt401] 
T FMT5 (314) f 
T FMT6 (6R12.5) t 
ORMAT FMT7 (" DATA POINT 
DRMAT FMT8 (" 
SOROOT Y DBYRT 




DBYRTSO " ) 
DRMAT FMT9 ( X 4, I 4, X5, R 1 2 . 5, X 4, R 1 2 . 5. X 3. E 1 2 . 5 , X 3, El 2 . 5, X 3, E 1 2. 5, 
5 )» 
RMAT FMTIO ( " SUMTEST = " . Ell.5 ////) i 
RMAT FMT11 ( 114 ) J 
FMT12 ( " OVERFLOW = - » 
FMT13 ("AMPLITUDE".!?." 
FMT14 ( " DATA CORRECTED 
Ell.5 /)} 
DIVIDED BY ACOI « ", E U . 5 ) I 
INPUT FOR HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
FMT15 ( /." EXPERIMENTAL DATA " . //)J 
FMTA ( 414.!10»R12.5)J 
FMTB ( X19. 5(X4. 16) ) i 
FMTC ( R1?.S)J 
FMTD ( X9, AR12.0)J 
FMTF ( X21. 5R1?.0)J 
RINT [NO]) t XPRINT FILE-ID GOES IN COLS. 7-13, 
(CARD, FMT4, LIST4 )J 
PRINT,FMT4.LIST4)! 
NEXT SECTION READS IN ALL DATA J 
1 STEP 1 UNTIL CASES DO 
PUT AFTER DECL, 
ARD, FMTA, LISTA) ) 
ARD. FMTC, L I S T O I 
AD(CARD, FMTB.' FOR 
AO(CARD, FMTB, FOR I 
AD(CARD, FMTB, FOR I 
AD(CARD, FMTR, FOR I 
I «- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 100 DO X C J » n ) t 
«• 101 STEP 1 UNTIL 200 DO XCJ.II) J 
*- 201 STEP 1 UNTIL 300 DO XCJ.IJ ) ^ 
* 301 STEP 1 UNTIL 400 DO X C J . I 1 H L 4 1 J 
CARD, RELEASE) ) 
J «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL CASES DO 
IN 





DATA WILL NOW BE CORRECTED FOR DEAD TIME J 
4- XtJ»ll + 0VERFL0WIJ1 J 
(XIJ,lIxTCHANCJ])/(TCHANrJ] + 1.70-05)! 
XrJ.n/(l-(X[J.l]/(PAS-EStJlx(TCHANtJ] 
IME) i 
DEADTIME/(PASSEStJ) x TCHANfJl ) ) 
2 STEP 1 UNTIL XNDPTJ] DO 




ES «• XNOFCYCLESCJ] i 
[01 «- B[01 4- 0 I 
DtO] «• 0 I 
1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO 
2 THEN GO TO L5I 
YC21 - 2x (( Y[2] - YC399]) / 5 ) ! 

































































NDP «• i n n 
GO TO L6J 
L5i Y [ 0 ] • Y ( 2 ] - C Y C 2 1 - Y C 3 9 9 ] J / 2 J 
N D P 
LAI 
3 9 9 I 
F O R !«• 
R F G I N 
RflOTYr I ] 
A r i l 
ENDJ 
ft C 0 1 «-
K «. 0 > 
W R I T E ( P R I N T ! 
WRITE; ( P R I N T 
W R I T E f P R I N T , 
W R I T E ( P R I N T , 
W P I T F < 
W R I T F C 
FO R I 4- 0 ^ T E 
B E G I N 
Y C A L C t n «• At 
E N D > 
F O R N «• MJ 
R E G T N 
K * N J 
A T K ] 
8 C K 1 
S U M T E S T «- 0 J 
IF N O F C Y C L E S 
Lll F O " I 
R E G I N 
C O M M E N T C O M P U 
A[K 
C O M M E N T C O M P U 





IE AtKl > 0 T 
DtKI 4- ARCTAN 
DtK] • -180 + 
IE AtKl > 0 A 
OtKl •• -360 • 
EOR t • 
REGIN 







AMPERCNT «• Ct 
GO TO L3J 







0 S T E P 1 U N T I L N O P DO 
«• S Q R T C Y [ I I 5 > 
«• A C 0 1 + Y m J 
Aroi / ( N O ° + i ); 
p A r, F ] i ? 
f E M T l « ) J 
F M T D , L l S T D ) J 
F M T E . L I S T E ) J 
P R I N T t P A G E l ) J 
P R I N T , F M T l ) ; 
P 1 U N T I L N D P OH 
01 ) 
NH S T E P 1 U N T I L M A X H On 
*• 0 I 
= 1 T H E N GO TO LI E L S E GO TO |_2 t 
*• 0 S T E P 1 U N T I L N O P DO 
T E S C O E F F I C I E N T S OF C O S I N F T E R M S ) 
] «• AC K1 • Y [ I ] x C 0 S ( ( 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 S 3 x ( I ) x K ) / ( N D P + 1 ) ) ) 
T E S C O E F F I C I E N T S O F S I N E T E R M S > 
] «• B I K ] +• Yt I ] x S l H < ( 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 X C I ) x K ) / ( N D P + 1 ))J 
«• ( 2 x A I K ] ) / ( N O P • 1 ) ; 
«• C ? x B t K ] ) / ( N D P + 1 )5 
*• S O R T C C A T K ] * ? ) + ( B f K ] * ? ) ) J 
HEN 
C - R f K l / A C K l ) x 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8 E L S E 
( A R C T A N C - B C K ] / A t K ] ) x 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 8 ) ) 
NO R [ K ] < 0 T H E N 
n r K i ; 
0 STEP 1 UNTIL NOP 00 
x K )/(NOP + 1))) + ALCfI] + ( A f K1 x C0SC(6.283l853x(I ) 
283l853x(T )xKl/( NOP • ! ) ) ) > 
n «- Y t n - YCALCtn » 
• O I F E t l l / R O O T Y f l ] I 
n «• o B Y R T t n * 2 ; 
* S U M T E S T + O P Y R T S Q t n f 
K i / A r o i ) 
«• 0 S T E P 1 U N T I L N O P DO 
] «- AtK] + Y t n x C 0 S ( ( 6 , 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 x ( I ) xK ) / (CNDP + 1 ) / 2 ) ) J 
] «• RtK] + Yt n x S I N ( ( 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 x ( I ) X K ) / ( ( N D P + 1 ) / 2 > ) J 
•• ( A t K ] ) / ( ( N D P +• 1 ) / 2 ) » 
































































CTK] 4- SQRT((AtK]*2) + (RfK]*?)) i 
IF A C Kl > 0 THEN 
DtK] * ARCTAN(-R[K]/ACK]) x 57,29578 ELSE 
DtKl «• -180 + f ARCTAN(-B[K] /AtK] ) x 57,29578) \ 
IF AIKl > 0 AND RCK] < 0 THFN 
DTK] «• -360 • OIK] J 
FDR I «• 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NDP DO 
REGIM 
YCAl.CCIl * YCALCin + (AtKlxC0S((6,2831853*(I )x«)/((NDP + l)/2))) 
(BtKJxSlN((A.2831fi53x(i )xKV((NDP + 1)/?))); 
DIFFt H «• YIIl - YCALCf I 1 i 
IF R r W Y t n < 1.09-tO THEN WRITE ( PRINT, FMT5, I ) FLSE 
DfiYRTTT] •• OIFFin / ROQTYCI] J 
DRYRTSOCIl •• DRYHT[I]*2 t 
SUMTEST «• SUMTEST + DRYRTSQCI] ) 
END I 
AMPFRCNT •• CCKI/AI01 i 
L3l WRITE (PRINT,FMT2)> 
WRITE ( P R I N T , F M T 3 , L I S T 3 ) > 
W R T T F ( P R T N T , F M T 1 2 , L I S T 1 2 ) J 
W R I T E ( P R I N T , F M T 1 3 , L I S T 1 3 ) ' 
W R I T E ( P R I N T , F M T L O , L I S T 1 0 ) ) 































SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF ELECTRONIC UNITS 
The electronic circuits developed during the research of this 
thesis are described on the following pages. The author specified the 
performance characteristics but the basic designs were executed by-
Mr. R. E. Meek of the Georgia Tech Nuclear Research Center, The compo-
nents were built, tested, and modified, by Mr. S. H. Fowler, Jr. and the 
author. 




o—1— o—1— o—J— o—I c ĵ—j— 
Range 
Capacitors 
All resistance values in Ohms 
All capacitance values in microfarads 
unless otherwise specified 
RANGE OF CHANNEL 
CAPACITANCE VALUE DWELL TIME 
(yfd) (y sec) 
0.01 100 350 
0.047 350 800 
0.1 800 6,000 
0.5 6,000 19,000 











TIME (y sec) 
O s c i l l a t o r Reset Signal 
Figure 57. Schematic Diagram of Channel Dwell Advance Timing Oscillator 
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"I . ^ A c c u i r ulat Conmand 
1 0 -
All transistors 2K1309 
All diodes 1N4009 
All resistance values in Ohms 
and all capacitance values in 
unless otherwise specified 
Oscillator Reset Signal 
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Chicago Standard Transformer Corp. 
Figure 59* Schematic Diagram of Reference Pulse Forming Network 











Figure 60. Pover Supply for Pulse Shaping Network 
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